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LAMS 
 

This Item Pool is a product of LAMS project.*  A group of Ethiopian experts 

have developed the question items stored in this Item Pool. 

 

Good Items 

 

The purpose of this Item Pool is to make a collection of “good” question items 

freely available for teachers and educators throughout the country.  The items 

are “good” because the experts (item writers) wrote them strictly following the 

guidelines and peer-reviewed them several times.  Some of the items were 

further field-tested on primary school students to ensure that the items have 

statistically acceptable quality as well.  At the final stage, all items were 

rigorously reviewed and selected by representatives of the Ethiopian experts.  

Only those items with satisfactory quality have been selected for this Item Pool. 

 

Coverage 

 

LAMS project has developed Item Pools for Grades 7 and 8, covering all the 

Units as specified in the syllabus.  It has also developed Sample Item Pools for 

Grades 4 and 10, covering only two Units each. 

 

About the Items 

 

In the Pool, one item is indicated in one row.  Each row has 10 columns: from 

the left to the right, Serial number (S.N.), Competency number, Level (K or A), 

Stem, Figure/Table, Option A, Option B, Option C, Option D and Key. 

 

A serial number is given to each item.  The series is confined to each Unit, 

however.  For a new Unit, a new series of numbers are given. 

 

Competency number indicates the specific competency the item tries to test.  
The competencies are taken from the official syllabus (2008 version) but 

numbered by LAMS.  For the list of competencies, see the table attached below. 

 

Level of items is a rough indication of the cognitive level that the item is trying 

to assess.  “K” means Knowledge Level, roughly corresponding to the 

“knowledge” and “comprehension” levels as defined in Bloom’s taxonomy.  “A” 

means Application and Higher Level, referring to the “application” and higher 

levels.  This two-level classification of items is only meant to be a summative 

indicator of the characteristics of the items and not to be a rigorous academic 

exercise. 

 

For What Purposes You Can Use This Item Pool 

 

This Item Pool is a collection of “good” items.  It can be used for following 

purposes: 

 

1. To compile term or year-end tests 

 

You can compile term or year-end tests selecting items from this Item Pool 

appropriate for your purposes and students’ level of performance. 

 

2. To compile unit-end tests 

 

At the end of each unit, you may give a test to students to see how well they have 

understood the contents of the unit.  Such unit-end tests can be easily compiled 

using this Item Pool since it is organized unit-wise and according to the 

competencies. 

 

3. To give exercise problems to the students in the lesson 

 

This Item Pool contains a full range of basic question items that are suitable for 

students to work on after the teacher’s initial explanation.  You can pick up such 

basic-level question items and use them in your lesson to complement the 

exercises given in the textbook. 

 

Many other ways are possible.  Please try your own ideas. 
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Unit Sub-unit Competency No.

define biology as the study of life 1

list some branches of biology 2

state what each of these branches of biology study about 3

indicate that all natural sciences are interrelated 4

1.2 Industries that utilize

biological knowledge

describe how biological knowledge is utilized in the fields of agriculture, medicine and food 5

1.3 Relevance of biology to

society

explain the relevance of biology to the society 6

1.4 Biology and

technological innovations

give examples of technological innovations derived from biological knowledge 7

1.5 Values in biology

education

identify values developed in learning science 8

2. Cell biology define microscope as an instrument used to look at objects invisible to the naked eye 9

classify microscopes into simple and compound 10

identify parts of a microscope 11

tell the functions of parts of microscope 12

2.2 The cell define cell as the smallest unit of life 13

list parts of plant and animal cells seen under a compound microscope 14

tell the functions of parts of plant and animal cells seen under a compound microscope 15

compare a plant cell with an animal cell 16

2.3 Looking at cells examine plant and animal cells under a microscope 17

draw and label the structures of plant and animal cells seen under a microscope 18

2.4 Cell type, shape and size show types, shapes, and sizes of cells using diagrams 19

divide human skeleton into axial and appendicular 20

describe the structures and functions of human skeleton 21

list the types of bones 22

give examples for each type of bone 23

 list types of joints 24

tell the functions of each type of joint 25

Biology G7

Table of Competencies

 1. Biology and

technology

1.1 What is biology?

2.1 Microscope and its use

3. Human biology and

health

3.1 The muscular and

skeletal system

1



Unit Sub-unit Competency No.

give examples of each type of joint 26

classify joints into movable and immovable 27

demonstrate movable joints using models 28

list types of muscles 29

explain the structures and functions of muscles 30

demonstrate how muscles work using models 31

describe how muscles  and skeleton work   together 32

describe the importance of physical exercise and proper diet for the health of bones,

muscles and joints

33

3.2 Human dentition mention the different types of human teeth 34

relate types of human teeth with their functions 35

define dental formula as  a short  way of indicating the numbers, types and arrangement of

teeth

36

show the dental formula of humans 37

compare human dental formula with that of some other mammals 38

4. Plants 4.1 Diversity of plants tell that plants are diverse in size, type and distribution 39

demonstrate love and respect to plants 40

classify plants into flowering and non-flowering 41

mention mosses, ferns and gymnosperms as non-flowering plants 42

4.2 Flowering plants state the general characteristics of flowering plants 43

give examples of flowering plants 44

explain the structures and functions of the root 45

explain the structures and functions of the stem 46

explain the structures and functions of the leaf 47

identify stomata using a microscope 48

classify flowering plants into monocotyledons and dicotyledons 49

distinguish between monocotyledons and dicotyledons 50

give examples of monocotyledons and dicotyledons 51

explain vegetative reproduction in flowering plants 52

give examples of flowering plants that reproduce by vegetative reproduction 53

draw and label the structures of a flower 54

state the functions of the structures of a flower 55
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Unit Sub-unit Competency No.

examine pollen grains and ovaries using a hand lens 56

tell the importance of pollination 57

explain the process of fertilization 58

state that ovaries develop into fruits and ovules develop into seeds 59

draw and label the structures of a seed 60

state the functions of the structures of a seed 61

5. Animals 5.1 Diversity of animals tell that animals are diverse in size, type and distribution 62

demonstrate love and respect to animals 63

explain why insects are the most diverse group of animals 64

define metamorphosis as a change of form of an animal involving several distinct stages 65

explain complete and incomplete metamorphosis 66

give examples of insects that reproduce by complete and incomplete metamorphosis 67

describe how tsetse flies affect humans and animals 68

explain the methods of control of tsetse flies 69

describe how armyworm damages crops 70

explain the methods of control of armyworm 71

describe how maize borer damages maize 72

explain the methods of control of maize borer 73

5.4 Social insects explain the characteristics specific to social insects 74

give examples of social insects 75

explain the roles of  queen, drones and workers in bees 76

explain methods of bee keeping and management of beehive 77

demonstrate the techniques of harvesting honey 78

compare a modern beehive with a traditional one 79

construct a model of modern beehive 80

appreciate the behaviour of social insects 81

express an interest to investigate more about social insects 82

6. Environment 6.1 Habitats define habitat as a place where living things live 83

classify habitats into terrestrial and aquatic 84

give examples of terrestrial and aquatic habitats 85

define population as a group of organisms of same species 86

give examples of populations 87

5.2 Life histories of some

insects

5.3 Some economically

important insects
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Unit Sub-unit Competency No.

define community as a group of populations of different species 88

give examples of communities 89

6.2 Studying a habitat identify smaller habitats in their surrounding 90

examine organisms that dwell in the smaller habitats 91

write a report on the small habitats and the organisms dwelling in them 92

use quadrats to estimate distribution of organisms in a given habitat 93

demonstrate methods of collecting and preserving plant and animal specimens 94

collect plant and animal specimens 95

preserve plant and animal specimens 96

6.3 Food relationships describe food chain with a practical example 97

construct a simple food chain by observing food relationship of organisms in their

surrounding

98

describe food web with a practical example 99

explain the different trophic levels of a food chain 100

describe the pyramid of numbers using a diagram 101

describe the pyramid of energy using a diagram 102

indicate the trophic levels on the diagram of the pyramid of numbers 103
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LAMS Item Pool, Biology, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

1 1 K What is biology? It is the study of: Our environment Things around us Non-living things Living things D

2 1 K Which of the following is TRUE about biology? Biology is a

science dealing

with non living

things

Biology studies

about astronomy

Biology is a

science dealing

with life

Biology studies

about the past

history of human

population

C

3 1 K Biology is the study of： living things non-living things living and non-

living things

our environment A

4 1 K Which does biology study about? It studies about: Reaction of

materials

Matter and energy Formation of earth Living organisms D

5 1 K Which one of the following is NOT a role of

biology for society?

Showing

improvement in

health care

Showing

improvement in

food production

Increasing

productivity in

agriculture

Increasing rate of

population

through birth

control

D

6 1 K A person who studies about bacteria is: Biologist Chemist Geologist Physician A

7 1 K Which of the following branches of biology

studies about the relationship between organisms

and their environment?

Biology Cytology Ecology Genetics C

8 1 K A systematic way of getting knowledge through

observation and experimentation to understand

nature is:

Biology Physics Science Technology C

9 1 K Which of the following is best treated by biology? Climate Living things Space Weather B

10 1 K Which of the following field of science studies

about living things?

Biology Chemistry Mathematics Physics A

11 1 K Which one of the following is NOT included in

the definition of Biology?

the study of living

thing

the study of

interaction of

living things with

surroundings

the study of

history of living

organisms

the study of

formation of earth

D

1



LAMS Item Pool, Biology, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

12 1 K Which one of the following branches of natural

science studies about living organisms and their

interaction with their environment?

Biology Chemistry Geography Ecology D

13 1 K Which one is the correct definition of biology?

Biology:

is the study of

living things

deals about non

living things

studies about

chemical

compounds

deals about

techniques of

development of

machines

A

14 1 K Which one of the following is NOT major concern

of biology?

Population of wild

animals

Chemical

substances in

animal's body

Living things

interdependence

on one another

Means of

reproduction of

animals

B

15 1 K Which of the following characteristics is NOT

common for all living organisms?

Reproduction Movement Growth Metabolism B

16 1 A Why we say, "Biology is a natural science"?

Because it is:

a systematic way

of getting

knowledge how

people think,

behave and act

a technique that

develops machine,

hardware used by

humans

a systematic way

of getting

knowledge

through

observation and

experimentation

a detailed

explanation theory

used

C

17 2 K Which of the following are branches of biology? Physiology,

Zoology, Botany,

Geography

Cytology,

Microbiology,

Psychology,

Zoology,

Evolution

Genetics,

Taxonomy,

Evolution,

Ecology, Botany

Geology,

Evolution,

Genetics,

Taxonomy,

Ecology

C

18 2 K Which of the following branches of biology

studies about heredity and identity?

Evolution Genetics Taxonomy Zoology B

19 2 K Which of the following branches of biology is

correctly paired with its definition?

Botany-the study

of animals

Cytology-the

study of

microscopic

organisms

Genetics- the

study of heredity

and identity

Zoology- the study

of plants

C

Disease Causing  agentAnt hrax by XLiver  f l uke by parasi t i c f l ukeTrypanosoma by parasi t i c t rypanosoma
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LAMS Item Pool, Biology, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

20 2 K Refer to the table below and answer the question

given.

The corresponding number that indicates the main

branches of biology is:

1 2 3 4 D

21 2 K Which one of the following branches of biology

studies about animals?

Botany Ecology Taxonomy Zoology D

22 2 K A branch of biology that studies about heredity is

known as _____.

Ecology Genetics Taxonomy Physiology B

23 2 K What do evolutionists study about? Heredity Naming of

organisms

Origin of

organisms

Microorganisms C

24 2 K Which one of following branches of biology and

its studies are correctly matched?

Botany → animals Microbiology →

animals

Cytology →

animals

Zoology →

animals

D

25 2 K Which one of the following associations is

correctly matched with its field of study?

Biology→cells Cytology→living

organisms

Genetics→

heredity

Zoology→

classification of

organisms

C

26 2 K The origin of organisms is studied under: Ecology Evolution Genetics Microbiology B

27 2 K Which one of the following is the main branch of

biology?

Taxonomy Genetics Evolution Zoology D

28 2 K Which one of the following is NOT major branch

of biology?

Zoology Physiology Botany Microbiology B

29 2 K Which one of the following sub-branches of

biology studies  about heredity?

Cytology Genetics Microbiology Physiology B
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LAMS Item Pool, Biology, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

30 2 K One of the following inorganic substances is

obtained from soil.

Water Nutrients Minerals A and C D

31 2 K Which one is NOT considered as a branch of

biology?

Botany Geology Microbiology Zoology B

32 2 K Physics is a branch of science as zoology is a

branch of :

botany microbiology biology chemistry C

33 2 K Which branch of biology studies about heredity

and identity?

Botany Evolution Genetics Taxonomy C

34 2 K Which one studies about the structures used by

paramecium for movement?

Botany Evolution Microbiology Zoology C

35 2 A Which one of the following includes the main

branches of biology?

Ecology,

Evolution and

Botany

Microbiology,

Taxonomy and

Zoology

Botany,

Microbiology and

Zoology

Taxonomy,

Evolution &

Ecology

C

36 2 A All statements are incorrect except one Organic nutrients

and water are

obtained from soil

for plants

Medicine is a

science that covers

not  only

prevention but

also treatment of

disease

Biochemistry is

study to show how

chemistry and

biology  overlaps

Biologists are

people who study

about non-living

things

B

37 3 K Cytology is the study of: animals cells heredity plants B

38 3 K Which of the following field of biology studies

about the function of living organisms and their

parts?

Ecology Evolution Physiology Taxonomy C

39 3 K Which one of the following branches of biology

studies about plants?

Botany Zoology Microbiology Cytology A

40 3 K Which of the following is the study of heredity

and identity?

Evolution Genetics Taxonomy Zoology B
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LAMS Item Pool, Biology, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

41 3 K The scientific study of plants is known as: ecology evolution botany genetics C

42 3 K Cytology is the study of ________;- plants animals cells microorganisms C

43 3 K Which one of the following branches of biology

studies about plants?

Botany Ecology Microbiology Zoology A

44 3 K Which branch of biology studies about the origin

and gradual change of organisms in time?

Cytology Evolution Ecology Physiology B

45 3 K Abebe wants to identify an unknown plants.

Which branches of biology can help him to do so?

Botany Ecology Taxonomy Zoology C

46 3 K Cytology is a study of _____. function of cells classification of

animals

how earth is

formed

properties of

materials

A

47 3 K The interaction between organisms and their

environment is studied under:

Botany Cytology Ecology Evolution C

48 3 K Which one of the following branches of biology

study about very small organisms?

Botany Cytology Microbiology Zoology C

49 3 K Which one of the following branches of biology

studyies about cells?

Botany Cytology Evolution Genetics B

50 3 K Which of the following is a branch of biology that

deals with the structures and functions of cells?

Cytology Ecology Physiology Zoology A

51 3 K Which one of the following deals with the studies

of the relationship between organisms and their

environment?

Physiology Genetics Ecology Cytology C

52 3 K Which branches of biology studies about cells? Botany Cytology Ecology Physiology B
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LAMS Item Pool, Biology, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

53 3 K Which one of the following branches of biology is

dealing with the classification of living things?

Evolution Genetics Microbiology Taxonomy D

54 3 K Which one is true about the sub-disciplines in

biology and subject they study?

Genetics is for

heredity and

identity, cytology

is for cells

Genetics is for

heredity and

identity,

classification and

naming of

organisms is for

evolution

Genetics is for

heredity and

identity, ecology is

for

microorganisms

Genetics is for

heredity and

identity, taxonomy

is for functions of

living

organizations and

their parts

A

55 3 K What is taxonomy? Taxonomy is the study of: relationship

between

organisms and

their environment

origin and gradual

change of

organisms at a

time

function of living

organisms and

their parts

identification,

classification and

naming of

organisms

D

56 3 K Which one studies about the classification and

naming of animals?

Ecology Evolution Physiology Taxonomy D

57 3 K As cells are for cytology heredity and identity are

for ___________.

botany ecology evolution genetics D

58 3 K Which combination of the branch of biology and

its field of study is correctly matched?

Botany - study of

plants

Cytology - Study

of animals

Ecology - study of

heredity

Genetics  - study

of microscope

A

59 3 A A lady is curious to know why she looks like her

grand farther instead of farther or mother.

Which one of the following branches of biology

gives her the explanation of this case?

Evolution Genetics Physiology Zoology B

60 3 A Which branches of biology studies how the food

we eat is digested and how it provides energy to

the body?

Biochemistry Physiology Biophysics Genetics A

61 3 A Why is biology classified based on the major

groups of organism like zoology, botany and

microbiology?

Fulfilling the

classification of

science

Ruling social

aspect of human

society

Systematic

approach of

gainning

knowledge

through division

Harding the way

of studying

C

Zoology

Botany

Microbiology

Biology
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LAMS Item Pool, Biology, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

62 3 A Which field of biology do you recommend to learn

how heart pumps  blood in the body?

Cytology Physiology Taxonomy Genetics B

63 3 A Answer thee following question based on the

given table. What letters 'X', 'Y' and 'Z' represent

respectively?

Botany, cytology,

physiology

 Cytology,

physiology,

botany

Taxonomy,

cytology, botany

Cytology, botany,

taxonomy

B

64 4 K Which one of the following branches of biology

studies about the components of the body of living

things?

Biology Geography Mathematics Physics A

65 4 K Which branches of science helps to understand

action of muscles around joints?

Biology and

physics

Biology and

chemistry

Biology and

geology

Biology and

geography

A

66 4 K Understanding the reactions in living organisms

needs knowledge of _____.

Chemistry Geography Physiology Physics A

67 4 K Which of the following is TRUE about the

relationship between biology and other science?

understanding

reaction in living

organisms requires

knowledge of

physics

Understanding

reaction in living

organisms require

knowledge of

chemistry

Understanding

physical activities

of living

organisms requires

knowledge of

geology

Understanding

physical activities

of living

organisms requires

knowledge of

chemistry

B

68 4 K Biophysics is the study of: understanding

reactions in living

things

understanding of

physical activities

in living things

understanding of

chemical reactions

improving the

quality of

chemical reactions

B

69 4 K Which field of science deals with reaction of

compound in human metabolic process?

Geochemistry Biochemistry Biostatistics Biophysics B

70 4 K The interdisciplinary studies that resulted from the

overlaps of biology and chemistry is:

Biochemist Biophysics Biochemistry Biogeography C
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LAMS Item Pool, Biology, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

71 4 K Which of the following explains the relationship

between biology and geography?

Biochemical

reactions in the

body of organisms

Distribution of

organisms in

different

ecological regions

Image formation

in the human eye

Determination of

the number of

organisms in a

given habitat

B

72 4 K Which of the following fields of knowledge

relates life science with physical science?

Biochemistry Biogeography Biophysics Bio physiology C

73 4 K Which of the following is TRUE regarding the

relationship between biology and other sciences?

Biology require

less knowledge

from other science

to understand

about living things

Overlap of biology

and physics forms

bio-chemistry

Understanding

reactions and

physical activity

of living

organisms require

knowledge of

geography and

biology

Understanding

living things

require to acquire

knowledge from

other science

D

74 4 A Which knowledge of science do you need to

understand the distribution of human population

in an area?

Physics and

Geography

Biology and

Chemistry

Chemistry and

Physics

Geography and

Biology

D

75 5 K Which of the following practices indicates how

biological background is used in the field of

medicine?

Controlling

number of human

population

Processing food in

industries

Protecting soil

from erosion

Researching for

new vaccines

D

76 5 K Which of the following fields utilizes biological

knowledge?

Astronomy Economics Medicine Statistics C

77 5 K Which one of the following practices indicates

how biological knowledge is utilized in

agriculture?

Controlling

number of human

population

Processing food in

industries

Protecting soil

erosion

Researching for

new vaccines

C

78 5 K Which deficiency disease is caused by lack of iron

in one's diet?

Goiter Kwashiorkor Anemia Marasmus C

79 5 K Which of the following diseases is caused by the

lack of proteins?

Goiter Kwashiorkor Marasmus Pellagra B

80 5 K Which of the following diseases is caused by the

lack of vitamin D?

Anemia Beriberi Pellagra Rickets D
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LAMS Item Pool, Biology, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

81 5 K Which of the following diseases is caused by the

deficiency of vitamin C?

Anemia Pellagra Rickettsia Scurvy D

82 5 K Which one of the following is different from the

others?

Antibiotics Fertilizer Herbicide Insecticide A

83 5 K Which of the following biological knowledge is

applied in the field of agriculture?

Breeding of good

varieties of crops

Developing

vaccine from

microorganisms

Processing of

foods in industries

Preventing of

water borne

diseases

A

84 5 K Which of the following is NOT the importance of

crop rotation in agriculture?

to increase the

yield

to reduce the

effects of pests

to minimize the

use of artificial

fertilizer

to keep soil

fertility

C

85 5 K Non-renewable natural resource which is

composed of minerals, water, organic matter and

living organisms is known as:

air gold rock soil D

86 5 K Which deficiency disease is caused by the lack of

vitamin C in our diet?

Anemia Beriberi Pellagra Scurvy D

87 5 K Which one of the following fields less utilizes the

knowledge of biology?

Agriculture Building Food production Medicine B

88 5 K Which one of the following food groups should be

served twice a day to meet our daily requirement?

Bread and cereals Fats and sweet Fruits and

vegetables

Meat and legumes D

89 5 K Lack of one of the following nutrients leads to

Kwashiorkor?

Vitamin D Protein Vitamin B Carbohydrate B

90 5 K Which one of the following is NOT the effect of

crop rotation?

increases the yield

of crops

increases the rate

of soil erosion

keeps the soil

fertile

reduce the effect

of pests

B

91 5 K Which of the following is possibly causedd by

deforestation?

Loss of species No environmental

problem

Increase in

productivity

Reducing soil

erosion

A

92 5 K Which one of the following diseases is caused by

lack of Vitamin C?

Beriberi Pellagra Rickets Scurvy D
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LAMS Item Pool, Biology, G7 Unit 1

S.N. Com-

peten-

cy No.

Level

(K or

A)

Stem Figure/Table A B C D Key

93 5 K Which one of the following diseases is caused by

lack of Vitamin A?

Anemia Beriberi Kwashiorkor Night Blindness D

94 5 K Which one of the following require less biological

knowledge?

Soil preservation Study of plant

nutrition

Creation of

microscopes

Correction of drug

abuse

C

95 5 K Which one of the following deficiency diseases is

caused by lack of carbohydrate in the human diet?

Kwashiorkor Pellagra Beriberi Marasmus D

96 5 K Which one of the following agricultural practices

is useful to improve the environment?

Deforestation Overgrazing Monoculture Crop rotation D

97 5 K Which one of the following deficiency diseases is

caused due to lack of protein?

Kwashiorkor Marasmus Pellagra Scurvy A

98 5 K Which one of the following is NOT the advantage

of selective breeding in vegetable?

Produce high yield Show tolerance to

drought

Show tolerance to

pesticide

Absorb a lot of

nutrition

D

99 5 K What does drug abuse mean? when fertilizers

are used below the

amount of

necessity

when the diseases

is caused by lack

of balanced diet

when medicines

are used more than

the recommended

dose

when disease is

caused by the

absence of

vaccination

C

100 5 K Which of the following chemicals is used to

increase the fertility of soil?

Fertilizer Weed killer Pesticide Herbicide A

101 5 K Where is biological knowledge most used in? Agriculture,

medicine and food

science

Infrastructure,

road and buildings

Space science

related

Physical science

like mechanical

motion

A

102 5 K Which of the following biological knowledge is

utilized in agriculture?

Referring the role

of nutrient in food

industry

Crop plantation,

dairy cow and

ploughing with

oxen

Heating and

preventing

diseases

Knowing

digestion,

absorption and

utilized by our

body

B

103 5 K Which one of the following deficiency diseases is

caused by lack of Vitamin C?

Anemia Scurvy Marasmus Kwashiorkor B

10
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104 5 K Which biological knowledge is necessary to

increase the productivity of agriculture?

Manuring or using

fertilizer

Cutting trees to get

space for

cultivation

Allowing

overgrazing to

reduce soil erosion

Keep planting

same vegetable for

several years

A

105 5 K One of the following factors reduces soil erosion. Burning

vegetation cover

Afforestation Vertical ploughing

of steep land

Over grazing B

106 5 K Which of the following deficiency diseases is

caused due to lack of protein?

Beriberi Goiter Kwashiorkor Scurvy C

107 5 K Which of the following chemical substances is

used to destroy weeds?

Fertilizer Pesticide Herbicides Fungicides C

108 5 K Which of the following diseaes is caused by lack

of nutrients in the diet?

Bacterial diseases Fungal diseases Viral diseases Deficiency

diseases

D

109 5 K Which of the following agro-chemicals and its use

is correctly matched?

Fungicide - to kill

bacteria

Herbicide - to

destroy insects

Pesticide - to

destroy weeds

Fertilizer - to

increase soil

fertility

D

110 5 K Which of the following is primary nutrient of

plants?

Carbon Hydrogen Nitrogen Water C

111 5 K Which chemical compound is used to inhibit the

growth of bacteria?

Pesticide Herbicide Antibiotics Fertilizer C

112 5 K Which of the following nutrients and its

deficiency disease is correctly matched?

Vitamin A - night

blindness

Vitamin C -

rickets

Carbohydrate -

kwashiorkor

Protein -marasmus A

113 5 K Which one is a direct result/outcome of biology in

agriculture?

Increased yield of

production

Increased standard

of living

Reduced

incidences of

human diseases

Prevention of

communicable

diseases

A

114 5 A Suppose a child has curved legs. What do you

think is this deficiency disease?

Kwashiorkor Marasmus Rickets Scurvy C

115 5 A What will happen to a boy if he lacks Vitamin B

(niacin)? He will develop:

beriberi kwashiorkor marasmus pellagra D

11
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116 5 A If a girl cannot see at night, what do you think she

lacks in her diet? She lacks:

Vitamin A Vitamin B Vitamin C Vitamin D A

117 5 A If you come across a child with swollen face,

hands and feet, thin upper arms and weak muscles,

what would you primary advice the parents based

on your biology knowledge?

Feed him multi

vitamins

Take him to

traditional

medicine

Feed him protein Feed him Iron C

118 5 A Suppose you lack Vitamin A and iodine in your

diet, what will be the possible deficiency disease

respectively?

Goiter and

Beriberi

Night blindness

and Goiter

Scurvy and

Anemia

Rickets and Night

blindness

B

119 5 A Suppose you are served all food groups except

Vitamin B (niacin) and iron. What will be the

possible deficiency diseases respectively?

Pellagra and

Marasmus

Pellagra and

Anemia

Beriberi and

Scurvy

Kwashiorkor and

Pellagra

B

120 5 A Suppose you are served all food groups except

Vitamin C and Vitamin D. What will be the

possible deficiency diseases that you develop

respectively?

Anemia and

Goiter

Beriberi and

Pellagra

Goiter and

Marasmus

Scurvy and

Rickets

D

121 5 A Suppose you are served all food groups except

carbohydrate and protein. What will be the

possible deficiency diseases that you develop

respectively?

Anaemia and

Goiter

Beriberi and

Pellagra

Goiter and

Pellagra

Marasmus and

Kwashiorkor

D

122 5 A If group B (fruits and vegetables) and group C

(meat and legumes) are regularly served 2 times

and 4 times respectively in the absence of group D

(bread and cereals), the possible deficiency disease

is:

Goiter and

Beriberi

Kwashiorkor Marasmus Scurvy C

123 5 A The major food groups needed by our body in

small amount are _____ and _____.

Bread and maize Fats and sweets Meats and

legumes

Milk and cheese B

124 5 A Suppose your body shows colorless hair and skin,

bloated belly due to fluid imbalance and swollen

hands and feet. Which diet is needed for you?

Carbohydrate Iodine Protein Thiamine A

12
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125 5 A Which pair of the following deficiency diseases

are caused by lack of Vitamin C and Iron

respectively?

Scurvy & Anemia Pellagra &

Marasmus

Goiter & Beriberi Anemia & Goiter A

126 5 A Which one of the following correctly describes

deficiency diseases of Iron, Vitamin C, Vitamin D

and Iodine respectively?

Goiter, Anemia,

Rickets and

Scurvy

Anemia, Beriberi,

Pellagra and

Rickets

Anemia, Scurvy,

Rickets and Goiter

Scurvy, Rickets,

Goiter and

Anemia

C

127 5 A Which one of the following biological knowledge

is NOT used to increase the productivity of crop?

using fertilizer applying

herbicides

keeping crop

rotation

avoiding using

pesticides

D

128 5 A Which one of the following biological knowledge

is NOT necessary in agriculture?

introduce good

farming practice

avoiding soil

erosion technique

increase soil fertile

technique

monoculturing

(grow a single

crop everywhere)

D

129 5 A Why is biological knowledge utilized in health

science?

Studying

requirements for

increasing diseases

Assessing causes

and effects of

diseases and

prevention

Innovating the

interaction

between social

affairs

Examining

organisms for

composition and

design

B

130 5 A One of the following descriptions is NOT true

about advantages of the utilization of biological

knowledge for the field of agriculture?

To Increase

agricultural

product

To increase

economic benefit

To improve

quality of life

To missuse

biological

techniques

D

131 5 A A chemical substance a farmer adds to his farm in

order to give nutrien is:

fertilizer herbicide insecticide pesticide C

132 5 A The following table shows  nutrients in diet and

their associated deficiency diseases. What are

letters X and Y?

Iron and vitamin

D

Vitamin D and

iron

Iodine and iron Vitamin C and

iron

B

13
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133 6 K Which of the following is correct about the use of

Biology? Biology is used to:

control the number

of population

promote over

population

overuse natural

resources

increase problems

associated with

bad farming

practice

A

134 6 K Which of the following is NOT TRUE about the

use of biology to society?

Reduce harmful

traditional practice

Control the effects

of deforestation

Conserve natural

resources

Decrease

agricultural

productivity

D

135 6 K Which of the following is TRUE about the effects

of antiseptics?

Injuring the body. Reducing health

status of an

individual

Reducing potential

growth of germs

Maintaining heart

beat

C

136 6 K Which one of the following is a bad farming

practice?

Contour farming Crop rotation Monoculturing Terracing C

137 6 K The clearing away of trees and vegetation is called

_____.

conservation deforestation pollution population B

138 6 K Which of the following biological knowledge is

applied in the conservation of nature by the

society?

Using fertilizers in

the farm land

Spraying of

chemical

pesticides in the

agricultural land

Preventing

pollution on water

bodies

Breeding of

selected varieties

of crops

C

139 6 K Which one of the following farming activities is

unfriendly to the environment?

Manuring Overgrazing Planting tree Terracing B

140 6 K Which of the following living things has the

strongest effect on the environment?

Domestic animals Human beings Plants Wild animals B

141 6 K A collection of activities done in an area of land is

the growing of crops and the rearing of animals is

known as:

Farming Fishing Ranching Mining A

142 6 K Which one is a bad farming practice? Cutting trees Planting trees Reducing

overgrazing

Terracing A

14
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143 6 K Which of the following does NOT contribute to

conservation?

Reusing or

recycling natural

resources

Reduce cutting

trees for fuel

Practicing good

farming activities

like terracing

Promote hunting

to kill dangerous

wild animals

D

144 6 K Which of the following practices is used to protect

soil from erosion?

Contour farming Burning

vegetation

Manufacturing Overgrazing A

145 6 K Which one of the following human activities

requires least biological knowledge?

Conservation of

natural resources

Clearing of natural

forests

Preserving and

control of diseases

Development of

vaccines from

organisms

B

146 6 K Which one of the following factors is effective to

conserve natural resources?

Population growth Industrialization Afforestation Urbanization C

147 6 K Which of the following is the contamination of

environment with materials that harm living

organisms?

Pollution Population Conservation Biodiversity A

148 6 K Biology is relevant to human society in aspects of global warming,

increasing poverty

and reforestation

health, nutrition,

environment and

population

electricity,

mechanics,

chemicals and

sounds

light, heat, waves

and motions

B

149 6 K Which of the following is the relevance of biology

in conservation of natural resources?

Preventing soil

erosion

Preventing

reproduction

Deforestation Making drugs A

150 6 K Which farming style is considered as a bad

practice?

Planting trees Crop rotation Burning

vegetation cover

Reducing over

grazing

C

151 6 K Which biological term describes the proper

management of natural resources?

Deforestation Pollution Environment Conservation D

15
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152 6 A Why is biology important in our everyday life? The principles of

biology are used

daily in areas of

healthy hygiene

and food

preparation

Biology helps us

how to create

friendship and

neighborhood with

others

Biology helps us

to utilize

technological

products

Biology explains

the very existence

of any form of life

A

153 6 A What biological action should be taken to reduce

the effect of global warming?

Protection and

conservation of

natural resources

Explanation of

industries which

reduce emission of

CO2

Advancing

technology to trap

extra CO2 from

atmosphere

Closing down

industries and

expanding

agriculture

A

154 6 A Which one of the following farming practices

represents good farming practice?

Ploughing

horizontally steep

land and crop

rotation

Monoculturing

and allowing over

grazing

Crop rotation and

contour ploughing

Contour ploughing

and ploughing

horizontally

C

155 6 A Which one of the following indicates the effect of

our population and use of tree planting

respectively?

Decreasing stress

and reducing

global warming

Increasing farms

and increasing

global warming

Increasing farms

and reducing soil

erosion

Increasing stress

and increasing soil

erosion

C

156 6 A Conservation of natural resource has a link with

biology except:

good knowledge

of biology

facilitate

conservation of

natural resource

environment

consists of living

and non-living

things

recycling natural

resource does not

require biological

knowledge

knowledge of

biology is relevant

to control effect of

deforestation

C

157 7 K Which technological innovation is related to fish? Aero plane Boat Camera Submarine D

158 7 K Which one of the following technological

innovations is copied from fish?

Airplane Camera Stethoscope Submarine D

159 7 K What do a camera and a human eye have in

common?

Retina Aperture Iris Lens D

160 7 A Which one of the following correctly describes

similarities and difference between a camera and

human eye? They both have:

an opening for

light to enter but

not the eye

retina but human

eye have a film

choroid but an eye

has a film

lens but human

eye can adjust the

shape of the lens

D
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161 7 A Why are aircrafts able to move in air like birds?

Because they have:

wings to penetrate

air pressure

wide frontal shape

to balance in the

air

wings to balance

in the air

pointed frontal

shape to penetrate

air pressure

D

162 8 K Which of the following values in biology

education is used to learn about  things by asking

questions and investigation?

Cooperation Curiosity Freedom Tolerance B

163 8 K What do we call the interest to know more about

reproductive health is:

Curiosity Humility Tolerance Respect A

164 8 K What value can we develop when we accept one's

own weakness?

Reasoning Honesty Humility Curiosity C

165 8 K What does natural science study? How people think,

behave and act

Living organisms

ranging from the

smallest bacteria

to the biggest

whale

About the natural

world and the

social aspect of

human society

All inhabitants of

a particular place

C

166 8 K Working in a group during a biology lesson, you

will develop the quality of__________ of the

views of others.

openness freedom tolerance opposing C

167 8 K Which one is different from the others in relation

to values developed during biolology learning?

Open mindedness

to learn from

others

Respectfulness for

other view

Skillfulness in

using biological

tools

Tolerance for

others view

C

168 8 A Student X prefers independent individual activity

to small group works and bored easily during peer

works. What biological value do you think this

student is lacking?

Cooperation Curiosity Honesty Reasoning A

169 8 A Of all endemic animals in Ethiopia, Mr. X has

deep knowledge about red fox. He still wants to

know more about Walia Ibex and Mountain

Nyala. This shows that Mr. X is:

curious honest respectful tolerant A

17
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1 9 K An instrument that is used to magnify small object

is:

microscope mirror  slide  electric bulb A

2 9 K  Microscope is an instrument used to: measure blood

pressure

measure body

temperature

look at invisible

objects to the

naked eye

look the internal

parts of body

C

3 9 K The role of a microscope is to:  see objects found

at a distant

see small objects

in detail

measure the size

of small objects

to see large sized

objects

B

4 9 K Microscope is a biological tool used to: magnify objects observe space listen to heart beat observe large

objects

A

5 9 K An instrument we use to observe microscopic

organisms is:

incubater microscope stethoscope telescope B

6 9 K What is the instrument used for magnifying

objects?

Mirror Microscope Stage clips Plate B

7 9 K Which one is best describe about microscope?

Microscope is:

A tool to measure

small objects

an instrument that

is used to see all

cells

An apparatus used

to observe objects

Used to grow the

cell of organisms

A

8 9 K The first working microscope was made by: Anton van

Leeuwenhoek

Robert Koch Robert Hook Pasteur A

9 9 K The ability of microscope to enlarge the size of an

object is:

light lenses magnification specimen C

10 9 K What is the instrument we use to observe invisible

small objects by the naked eye?

Eyepiece lens Objective lens Microscope Telescope C

11 9 K Microscope can be defined as instrument used to

magnifying on:

colourless

objective

too small objective largest organisms middle organism B

12 9 K An instrument used to observe objects that are  too

small to be seen clearly with the naked eye is:

microscopic microscopy microscope microbiology C

1
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13 9 K Which one of the following is useful instrument to

observe and study different type of cells?

Binocular Microscope Telescope Thermometer B

14 9 A What does the term magnification refer to when

you use a microscope?

How big an image

can be

How sharp an

image can be

How many lenses

a microscope uses

How much light is

needed to see an

image

A

15 10 K A compound microscope is different from a

simple microscope in that it has:

both ocular and

objective lens

 low magnification

power only

objective lens only ocular lens only D

16 10 K A type of microscope with two lenses  is: compound

microscope

 hand lens ocular lens  simple

microscope

A

17 10 K A simple microscope has only__________. two lenses one lens  three lenses   four lenses B

18 10 K Which one of the following is true  about simple

microscope?

It is made up of

more than one

lenses

 It is used to

examine small

animals like

insects

 It is used to see

the details of cells

It has parts like

focusing knobs,

ocular and the like

B

19 10 K What is the main difference between simple and

compound microscope?

A simple

microscopes has

one lens system

unlike compound

microscope

A simple

microscope uses

light source while

compound

microscope uses

electron

A simple

microscope has

high magnification

power than

compound

A simple

microscope moves

everywhere unlike

compound

microscope

A

20 10 K Which of the following is true about microscope? It can magnify

objects that cannot

be seen with

naked eye

All types of

microscope have

equal

magnification

power

Simple

microscope has

equal

magnification

power

There are no

difference between

simple and

compound

microscope

A

21 10 K Which of the following is NOT an example of a

simple microscope?

Hand lens Magnifying glass Monocular

microscope

Reading lens C

2
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22 10 K Which of the following is TRUE about simple

microscope?

It contains only

one curved lens

It uses 2 lens

system at the same

time

It is a microscope

with eyepiece and

objective lens

It can have a total

magnification of

up to 2000X

A

23 10 K Which one of the following can be possibly seen

by using a hand lens? Details of:

bacteria flowers euglena amoeba B

24 10 A Your teacher gave you a magnifying lens, hand

lens, reading lens and a double lens microscope to

categorize into simple and compound microscpe.

Which of the following set of allternatives

contains only simple microscope?

hand lens, and

reading lens only

hand lens, reading

lens, and

magnifying lens

magnifying lens

and double lens

reading lens,

double lens, and

magnifying lens

A

25 11 A Among the following diagram of microscope,

chose the correct part of compound microscope I,

II, III IV and V respectively.

Ocular, objective

lens, stage, base

and arm

Ocular, Arm,

stage, base and

objective lens

Ocular, base,

stage, objective

lens and arm

Ocular, objective

lens, arm, nose

and stage

B

26 11 K Which of the following is a part of microscope? Stage clip Stain Cover slip Slide A

27 11 K A simple microscope consists of: one lens two lenses three lenses four lenses A

28 11 K Which one of the following is part of a compound

microscope?

convex lens hand lens objective lens slides C

29 11 K Which of the following contains high and low

power objectives?

Base Body tube Nosepiece Diaphragm C

3
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30 11 K Which one of the following is part of a compound

microscope?

Eyepiece lens Eye glass Cover slip Specimen A

31 11 K Which of the following microscope parts contain

the power objective?

Stage clips Nose piece Body tube Diaphragm B

32 11 A Which one is different from others in dealing with

a microscope?

base nosepiece stage stain D

33 11 A If you want to observe a specimen under a

microscope, from which objective part will you

start?

Medium power High power Oil immersion Low power D

34 12 A Which of the following parts of microscope is

used to hold the slide in place?

Diaphragm Base Coarse adjustment Stage clips D

35 12 K Which of the following parts of microscope is

used to get sharp focusing image of an object?

Objectives Coarse adjustment Diaphragm Fine adjustment D

36 12 K The bottom part which supports microscope is: Stage Diaphragm Base Arm C

37 12 K What part of a microscope helps to have a sharp

focus of specimen?

Army worms Body tube Diaphragm Fine adjustment

knob

D

38 12 K Part of a compound microscope that is used to

hold the slide is:

arm base stage clips Diaphragm C

39 12 K Which part of the microscope is used to see clear

image?

Body tube Coarse adjustment

knob

Fine adjustment

knob

Low power

objective lens

C

40 12 K Which of the following parts of microscope is

used to hold the slide in place?

Base Diaphragm Nose piece Stage clips D

41 12 K A part of the microscope which is used to support

the eyepiece and the nose piece is:

arm base body tube stage C

4
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42 12 K What is the function of the diaphragm of a

compound microscope? It adjustst the amount of:

water passing

through the body

tube

light passing

through the stage

air passing

through the

eyepiece

oil passing

through the base

B

43 12 K Which part of the microscope can we operate if

the specimen is too light or too dark?

Diaphragm Stage Fine adjustment Coarse adjustment A

44 12 K Which parts of a microscope is correctly matched

with its function?

Arm-holds the

slide in place

Diaphragm-used

to carry the

microscope

Mirror-

illuminates the

specimen

Stage-used to

magnify the image

C

45 12 K Which part of the microscope is used to give a

clear image?

Eyepiece lens Holding clips Fine adjustment Mounting plates C

46 12 K Which part of a microscope used to reproduce

shape to focus image?

Low power

objective lens

Coarse adjustment

knob

Fine adjustment

knob

High power

objective lens

C

47 12 K Which of the following  parts of the microscope

helps for sharp focusing?

Coarse adjustment Condenser lens Fine adjustment Objective lens C

48 12 K If a student cuts the letter “d” out of apiece of

paper and places it on a slide in a drop of water,

the image observed under compound microscope

is:

b d p q C

49 12 K A part of a microscope used for ｒough focusing of

the specimen is ___________

Course adjustment Fine adjustment Nose piece Objective lens A

50 12 K Part of light microscope that is used to reflect

incoming light rays is:

eye piece diaphgragm mirror stage C

5
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51 12 K Which of the following parts of a compound

microscope is used to control the amount of light

passing into the specimen?

 Diaphragm Eyepiece Fine adjustment Mirror A

52 12 K The part of microscope which is used to adjust the

amount of light passing through the stage is:

ocular nosepiece lens diaphragm D

53 12 K What is the function of the stage clips of a

microscope? They are used to:

hold the slide in

place

support the

eyepiece

  produce a clear

image

illuminate the

specimen

A

54 12 K The image seen through a microscope is focused

by using:

adjustment knob mounting plate objective lens ocular lens A

55 12 K Which of the following is the function of stage

clips?

 Support the

eyepiece and the

nosepiece

Hold the slide in

place

Used to carry the

microscope

Adjust the amount

of light passing

through the stage

B

56 12 K A process of placing sample specimen on slide

glass of microscope is:

mounting adjusting collecting image forming A

57 12 K Which part of the microscope is used to place the

specimen on?

Clips Lens Mirror Stage D

58 12 K Which part of the microscope is used to magnify

the specimen?

Clips Lens Mirror Stage B

59 12 K Which part of the microscope would you

manipulate to get a sharp image of  specimen?

  Diaphragm Eyepiece Fine adjustment Objective lens C

60 12 K How bigger is an object seen under a microscope

by using an ocular lens of magnification 5X and

objective lens of magnification 10X?

5X 15X 50X 500x C

61 12 K Look at the following diagram of a microscope.

What is the function of the part of the microscope

labeled as number 1?

Focusing

adjustment

 Holding specimen Mirror Magnification C

6
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62 12 K Below is a labeled diagram of a compound light

microscope. What is the function of the part

labeled as A?

Used to move

body up and down

Contains lens to

increase

magnification

Used to rotate to

use the desired

objective

Reflect light up

through the

diaphragm and the

hole or the stage

B

63 12 K Which of the following parts of a compound

microscope is used for focusing to get a clear and

sharp image?

Diaphragm Fine adjustment Objective lens Stage clips B

64 12 K What is the magnification of the image of an

object observed using an eye piece lens with 10X

magnification power and middle power objective

lens labeled as 40X?

4X 30X 50X 400X D

65 12 K Which of the following objective lens used to

magnify the image 40X?

Low power

objective lens

Middle power

objective lens

High power

objective lens

Oil immerse

objective

C

66 12 A Which one of the following do you use to magnify

one cell organism 10X?

High-power

objective lens

Low power

objective lens

Middle power

objective lens

Oil immersion

objective lens

C

67 12 K Part of the microscope which is used to carry the

microscope  is:

arm base condenser stage A

68 12 K Which one of the following parts of the

microscope  magnifies specimen?

Eyepiece lens Focus adjustment

knnob

Magnifying plate Stage clips A

69 12 K Which part of the microscope is used to hold the

glass slide in place?

Base Diaphragm Stage Stage clips D

7
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70 12 K Part of the microscope which magnifies the

specimen is_____________.

Focusing

adjustment

Lenses Mounting plate Diaphragm B

71 12 K Which part of the microscope do we use to get

clear and sharp image?

Eyepiece lens Focusing

adjustment

Holding clips Objective lens B

72 12 K The table shows structure and function of

microscope.

Which of the following  correctly represents

number I, II, III and IV respectively?

Stage, base, arm,

fine adjustment

Arm, stage, base,

fine adjustment

Arm, fine

adjustment, base,

stage

Fine adjustment,

stage, base arm

B

73 12 K Which part of the microscope is used to illuminate

the specimen?

Stage Mirror Diaphragm Body tube B

74 12 K What is the function of diaphragm in a

microscope?

It holds the slide

in place

It adjusts the

amount of light

passing through

the stage

It is used to carry

the microscope

It supports the

eyepiece and nose

piece

B

75 12 K  What will be the overall magnification power of a

microscope if the magnification of eye lens  is

10X and objective lens is 40X?

30X 4X 50X 400X D

76 12 K What is the overall magnification of the

microscope, when an eyepiece lens of

magnification is 10X and an objective lens of

magnification is 10X?

10X 100X 1000X 10,000X B

77 12 K The magnification power of an eye piece lens of a

microscope is 10X and an objective lens is 40X,

then the total magnification of the microscope is:

30X 50X 200X 400X D
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78 12 K Which of the following parts of a compound

microscope used to adjust the amount of light

passing through the stage?

Coarse adjustment

knob

Fine adjustment

knob

Light source Diaphragm D

79 12 K Which part of a microscope is used to move a

stage up and down?

Arm Base Coarse adjustment Fine adjustment

knob

C

80 12 A In the diagram below, which part of the

microscope do you manipulate when you observe

details of an object?

1 2 3 4 D

81 12 A In the diagram below, which part of the

microscope do you manipulate when you observe

a clear view of an object?

1 2 3 4 D

82 12 A Answer the question using the table below. What

do letters "A", "B" and "C" represent respectively?

Coarse

adjustment,

diaphragm, nose

piece

Nose piece,

diaphragm, Coarse

adjustment

Fine adjustment,

diaphragm, nose

piece

Arm, diaphragm,

nose piece

A
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83 12 A What will happen when we switch low power

objective and middle power objective while we

observing?

Number of

specimen cells

increase

Size of the

specimen

increases

Field of focus of

the specimen

decreases

Resolution of the

specimen

decreases

B

84 13 K The smallest unit of living organisms is: animal cell plant tissue B

85 13 K The cell is: The biggest unit of

life

 The smallest unit

of life

    A group of

tissues

 A group of organs B

86 13 k Which one of the following is a unicellular

organism?

 An amoeba A cat A man A tree A

87 13 K Which one of the following is a characteristic of

unicellular organism?

 It is made up of a

single cell

 It is made up of

many cells

 It is seen with the

naked eyes

 It requires the

assistance of other

cells for its

biological

activities

A

88 13 K One of the following statement is true about all

cells. They are:

 different in their

sizes and shapes

 similar in their

size

 similar in their

shape

 similar in their

size and shape

A

89 13 K The smallest structural and functional unit of a

living thing is:

cell organ organism tissue A

90 13 K A cell is: the biggest

structural and

functional unit of

life

 the smallest

structural and

functional unit of

life

the smallest unit of

non-living things

the biggest unit of

non-living things

B

91 13 K Which of the following is the smallest unit  of

life?

Cell Organ Tissue System A

92 13 K Which one of the following statements is TRUE

about cells?

All cells can be

seen with naked

eye

All cells have the

same shape

Cells are the

smallest unit of

life

There are no

difference between

cells in size

C
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93 13 K The smallest unit of a living organism

is_________.

Tissue Cell Blood Nucleus B

94 13 K Which of the following statements about cell is

correct?

All living things

are made up of cell

All cells are

similar in their

shape

All cells are

similar in size

All cells contain

the same structure

A

95 13 K Which of the following structures is called the

building block of life?

Tissue System Cell Organ C

96 13 K Which one of the following is true about cell? It

is:

a building block of

life

grouped into only

unicellular

similar in structure

and function

similar in shape A

97 13 K A cell is _____ A smallest unit of

life

A biggest unit of

life

A group of tissues A group of organs A

98 13 A Which one of the following is correct about cells? Cells are the tiny

structural and

functional units of

life

Different sub-

cellular structures

are not carrying

out different

functions in cells

Plant and animal

cells do not share

common cellular

structures like cell

membrane,

nucleus and

cytoplasm

When we see

under microscope

plant cells see as

circular shape and

animal cell as

circular shape

A

99 14 K Which one of the following is a characteristic of

animal cell?

Presence of largest

vacuoles

Absence of largest

vacuoles

Possession of

cellulose cell wall

Presence of

chloroplast

B

100 14 K Which of the following parts of animal cell are

seen under compound microscope?

Nucleus, plasma

membrane

Plasma membrane,

cell wall

Chloroplast, large

vacuole

Cytoplasm, cell

wall

A

101 14 K  Look at the following diagram of cheek cell

observed under light microscope. The name  of the

structure labeled as 1 in the figure is:

  Cell wall   Cell membrane  Cytoplasm Nucleus B
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102 14 K Which one is a part of an animal cell? Cell wall Cell membrane Chloroplast Large vacuole B

103 14 K Which one of the following is a plant cell? Blood cell Guard cell Muscle cell Nerve cell B

104 14 K Which of the following is in an animal cell? Cell wall Chloroplast Chlorophyll Cytoplasm D

105 14 K Which one of the following is a structure found in

an animal cell?

Cell Wall Chloroplast Cell Membrane Cellulose C

106 14 K Which of the following structures is located on the

most outer side of a plant cell?

Cell membrane Cell wall Chloroplast Vacuole B

107 14 K The rigid and protective external cover of plant

cells is:

cytoplasm chloroplast cell wall plasma membrane C

108 14 K Which one of the following cell organelles is

found in animal cells?

Cell wall Chloroplast Nucleus Large Vacuole C

109 14 A Based on the following diagram, the structure of

the cell indicated by number 2 is __

Cell wall Cell membrane Nucleus Vacuole B

110 14 A From the figure below, part of a cell indicated by

letter "C"is:

cell wall plasma membrane nucleus cytoplasm D
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111 14 A Which of the following parts of a cell can be

observed under a compound microscope?

Cell membrane,

Mitochondria

Nucleus,

Ribosome

Nucleus, Cell

membrane

Plasma membrane,

Golgi body

C

112 14 A In the  figures below, which part of the cell is

represented by letters B, C and D respectively?

Cell wall, cell

membrane and

cytoplasm

Cell membrane,

nucleus and

cytoplasm

Cell membrane,

cell wall and

nucleus

Cell wall, cell

membrane and

nucleus

B

113 15 K Part of a plant cell which is  used to trap sun light

for photosynthesis is ______________

Cell wall    Chloroplast Cell membrane Vacuole B

114 15 K Which part of an animal cell separates the cell

from its outside environment?

Cell membrane Vacuole Cytoplasm Nucleus A

115 15 K What is the function of the nucleus? Controlling the

activities of the

cell

Controlling the

amount of light

Protecting the cell

from diseases

Protecting the cell

from aging

A

116 15 K Part of a cell that controls the overall activities of

the cell is _________.

   Chloroplast Cytoplasm Nucleus Vacuoles C

117 15 K Which of the following organelles is the

powerhouse of a cell?

 Mitochondria  Plastid   Nucleus  Vacuole A

118 15 K In which of the cell structures do different

chemical processes take place?

Cell membrane Cell wall Chloroplast Cytoplasm D
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119 15 K The function of structure labeled as 3 in the figure

is

 Protection Power house of

the cell

Regulation of

activities of the

cell

Reproduction of

the cell

C

120 15 K Which of the following cell organelle is

responsible for absorption of light to produce

energy for photosynthesis?

Cytoplasm Cell wall Chloroplast Nucleus C

121 15 K Which one of the following structures covers and

protects plant cells?

Cell wall Chloroplast Vacuole Cell membrane A

122 15 K Which of the following cell structures controls the

overall activities of the cell?

Cell membrane Cytoplasm Nucleus Vacuoles C

123 15 K The role of chloroplasts in plant cells is

transforming:

chemical energy to

light energy

light energy to

chemical energy

heat energy to

kinetic energy

kinetic energy to

chemical energy

B

124 15 K Why animal cells are irregular in shape? This is

because of the absence of:

cell membrane chloroplast cell wall cytoplasm C

125 15 K Which one of the following structures of plants

and animals is used to control materials that get in

and out of a cell?

Nucleus Cell membrane Cytoplasm Chloroplast B

126 15 K Which of the following contains genetic

materials?

Cytoplasm Nucleus Cell membrane Vacuole B

127 15 K What is a name of a membrane bound cellular

structure containing genetic materials?

Lysosome Mitochondria Nucleus Nucleolus C

128 15 K Movement of substances into and out of a cell is

regulated by:

plasma membrane cell wall nucleus nucleolus A

129 15 K Which cell is responsible for a plant to have

regular shape?

cell membrane Cell wall Nucleus Cytoplasm B
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130 15 K Among the following part of plant cell, which one

is correctly matched with its function?

Chloroplast-

contains fluid cell

sap

cell wall- uses sun

light to production

of food

Chloroplast-

contains

chlorophyll used

for photosynthesis

Nucleus- contains

only fluid

component of cell

C

131 15 K Which of the following parts of a cell control cell

reproduction?

Cell wall Vacuole Cytoplasm Nucleus D

132 15 K Animal cells look irregular in their shapes. This is

because of the absence of:

cell wall chloroplast large vacuole large A

133 15 K Which one of the following parts of a cell is

mismatched with its function?

Cell wall-

protection

Cytoplasm-site of

reaction

Chloroplast- site

where

photosynthesis is

taken place

Cell membrane-

control over all

activity of a cell

D

134 15 A Plant cells have regular shape because they have: Cytoplasm Cell membrane Cell wall Nucleus C

135 15 A Why is the onion cell regular in shape? This is

because of its:

cell membrane cell wall vacuole cytoplasm B

136 16 K Which of the following statements is correct about

plant and animal cells?

Plant cells are

smaller than

animal cells

Plant cells have

cell wall

Animal cells have

chloroplast

Animal cells have

large central

vacuole

B

137 16 K Which structure is NOT common for both plant

and animal cells?

Cytoplasm Cell membrane Nucleus Chloroplast D

138 16 K Suppose Aster wants to identify parts of  an onion

cell. She observed the cell using a compound

microscope.  Which of the following could be true

about the result of her observation?

Onion cell is

surrounded by

rigid, net like

structure

Onion cell looks

irregular in shape

Onion cell  is

surrounded with

cell membrane

only

Only nucleus and

cell wall of the

onion cell can be

seen

A

139 16 K Which of the following cellular structures is found

only in plant cells?

Cell membrane Cell wall Cytoplasm Nucleus B
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140 16 K Which one is NOT common to both animal and

plant cells?

Chloroplast Cytoplasm Nucleus Plasma membrane A

141 16 K The difference between plant and animal cells is: plant cells have

small vacuoles

while animal cells

have big vacuoles

  plant cells have

chloroplast while

animal cells do not

 plant cells have

cell membrane

while animal cell

have cell wall

 plant cells have

irregular shape

while animal cells

have regular shape

B

142 16 K Which of the following are the common structures

of plant and animal cell? Both have:

cell wall, cell

membrane,

nucleus and

cytoplasm

Cell membrane,

cytoplasm,

nucleus and

vacuole

cell membrane,

chloroplast,

nucleus and

cytoplasm

cytoplasm,

nucleus,

chloroplast and

cell membrane

B

143 16 K Which of the following cellular structures is found

only in a plant cell?

Cytoplasm Cell wall Cell membrane    Nucleus B

144 16 K  Which one of the following is commonly found

in animal as well as plant cells?

 Cell wall  Chloroplast Large vacuole  Nucleus D

145 16 K Which structure is common for both plant and

animal cells?

Large vacuole Cell wall Chloroplast Cytoplasm D

146 16 K Which one of the following parts  is found only in

plant cells?

 Cell membrane    Chloroplast Lysosome Nucleus B

147 16 K Which one of the following structures is common

to both plant and animal cells?

Cell wall  Chloroplast   Vacuoles  None of the above C

148 16 K Which one of the following parts is found in both

plant and animal cells?

 big central

vacuole

 chloroplast cytoplasm cell wall C

149 16 K Which structures of the cell is only common in

plant cell?

Cell wall Nucleus Lysosome Ribosome A

150 16 K Which part of the cell is only found in plant cell? Cell membrane Cell wall Cytoplasm Nucleus B
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151 16 K Alemu took a sample of a cell and looked at it

under a microscope. He observed that the cell had

a large vacuole. To which cell does the description

belong?

Cheek cell Muscle cell Nerve cell Onion cell D

152 16 K The organelle which is found in both plant and

animal cell is:

cell wall chloroplast large vacuole nucleus D

153 16 K Which one of the following makes a plant cell

different from an animal cell?

It has cell

membrane

It has chloroplast It has nucleus It has small

vacuole

B

154 16 K Which one of the following statements is true

about plant and animal cells?

Both have a cell

membrane and cell

wall

Both cells have

nucleus

Both cells have

chloroplast

Both cells have

same shape

B

155 16 K One of the following is common to  plant and

animal cells?

Cell membrane Chloroplast Chlorophyll Cell wall A

156 16 K Which of the following structures is found both in

the animal and plant cells?

Cell membrane Cell wall Chloroplast Large vacuole A

157 16 K Which one of the following structures is only

found in plant cells?

Cell membrane Cell wall Cytoplasm Nucleus B

158 16 K Which one of the following is an example of

multi-cellular organism?

Amoeba Paramecium Animals Euglena C

159 16 K Which of the following structures of living

organisms is different from the others?

Cell membrane Cytoplasm Cell wall Nucleus C

160 16 K Plant cells differ from animal cells because they

have:

chloroplast cytoplasm mitochondria cell membrane A

161 16 K Which one is NOT correct about animals and

plant cells? Both animals and plant cells have:

Cell membrane Cell wall Cytoplasm Nucleus B

162 16 K Which of the following structures is found only in

plant cells?

Chloroplast Cytoplasm Plasma membrane Vacuole A
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163 16 K Which one of the following structures belongs to

both animal and plant cells?

Central vacuole chloroplast large vacuole plasma membrane D

164 16 K Which one of the followings is true about animal

cell?

They are irregular

in shape

They have definite

shape

They contain

chloroplast

They have rigid

cell wall

A

165 16 K Which of the following cellular structures are

common for animal and plant cell?

Plasma membrane Chloroplast Large vacuole Cell wall A

166 16 K Which of the following cell structures is found in

both plant and animal?

Large central

vacuole

Plasma membrane Chloroplast Cell wall B

167 16 K Which one of the following is found both in plant

and animal cells?

Cell wall Chloroplast Cytoplasm Large vacuole C

168 16 K Which one of the following is found only in plant

cells?

Nucleus Cytoplasm Cell wall Plasma membrane C

169 16 K Which of the following is correct about plant and

animal cells?

Plant cells have

irregular shapes

Animal cells have

regular shapes

Plant cells have

large central

vacuole

Animal cells have

cell wall

C

170 16 K Which one of the following describes the

difference between plant and animal cells?

Cell membrane is

present in animal

cells but absent in

plant cells

Cytoplasm is

present in plant

cells but absent in

animal cells

Chloroplast is

present in plant

cells but absent in

animal cells

Cell wall is

present in animal

cells but absent in

plant cells

C

171 16 K Unlike animal cell, which part of a plant cell is

made up of cellulose?

Cell membrane Cell wall Cytoplasm Nucleus B

172 16 A The table below shows the difference between

plant and animal cells. What do letters x and y

stand for?

x: absent y: absent x: absent y:

present

x: present y:

absent

x: present y:

present

B

animal cell plant cell

cell size smaller larger

cell wall x y

vacuole small large

chloroplast absent present
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173 16 A Which one of the following is the difference

between plant cells and animal cells?

Animal cells have

cell wall, where as

plant cells have no

cell wall

Plant cells have no

chloroplast,

whereas animal

cells have

chloroplast

Animal cells do

not have large

vacuole, where as

plant cells have

Plant cells are

smaller in size

than animal cell

C

174 16 A Which of the  following comparisons is correct

about plant and animal cells?

plant cells are

smaller in size,

animal cells are

larger in size

both plant and

animal cells have

cell wall

plant cells have no

large central

vacuole, animal

cells have large

central vacuole

plant cells have

chloroplast,

animal cell have

no chloroplast

D

175 16 A The figure below shows a kind of cell. It is

composed of a cell wall, nucleus and plasma

membrane. The cell is:

an animal cell

because it has a

nucleus

a plant cell

because it has a

cell wall

a plant cell

because it has a

plasma membrane

an animal cell

because it has a

plasma membrane

B

176 16 A Why do plant cells have a relatively regular shape

compared to animal cells? It is because of the

presence of:

cell membrane cell wall chloroplast nucleus B

177 16 A Which characteristic feature makes figure "A"

plant cell and figure  "B" animal cell?

Figure "A" has

indefinit shape

Figure "A" has

large vacuole

Figure "B" has

mitochondria

Fuigure "B" has

endoplasmic

reticulum

B

178 17 K What do 'A' 'B' and 'C' respectively represent in

the diagram of a cell?

cell wall,

cytoplasm and

nucleus

cell membrane,

cytoplasm and

nucleus

cell wall, nucleus

and cytoplasm

cell membrane,

nucleus and

cytoplasm

B

179 17 K Which of the following stains do you use to

observe  onion epidermal cell under the

microscope to study its parts?

Methyl blue Iodine solution Salt water Starch solution B
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180 17 K A chemical used for staining plant cell to see

clearly  under a microscope is:

water ethanol iodine methylene C

181 17 K Hana observed microscopic organisms under a

microscope which has 10X ocular and 40X

objective lenses. What is the total magnification

power of the microscope that Hana used?

40X 50X 30X 400X D

182 17 K Which one of the following belongs to the

activities in observing onion cell under the

microscope?

Removing a

section of the skin

between two

layers

Using methylene

blue solution for

staining

Scraping cell from

the outer part of

onion

Label the different

parts of a cell

before staining

A

183 17 K If we observe a plant cell under microscope,

which structure are we unable to see?

Large central

vacuole

Cell wall Lysosome Chloroplast C

184 17 K Which one of the following cell structures is not

seen under microscope?

Nucleus Cell membrane Ribosome Cell wall A

185 17 A Which of the following is a correct procedure to

observe a specimen under a microscope?

1) Place the slide on the microscope stage

2) Focus using the fine adjustment

3) Adjust the diaphragm

4) Found the specimen on low power

1→2→3→4 1→3→2→4 1→3→4→2 1→2→4→3 C

186 17 A When Almaz was preparing onion cells to

examine them under the microscope, she added a

drop of iodine solution on the specimen. Why did

she do that?

To make the cells

beautiful

To make them

easy to examine

To remove

unnecessary

particles

To make them

bigger to see

B

187 17 A Abebe collected a sample of different organisms

from different places. He observed his samples

under the microscope and observed structures like

large vacuole, nucleus, cytoplasm and chloroplast.

To which cell does his sample  belong?

Cheek cell Onion cell Epithelial cell Epidermal cell B
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188 17 A If you put two drops of iodine solution closer to

one side of the cover slip and observe image of

onion cells under low power and middle power

objective, which of the following diagrams is

similar to the image of onion cell you observed?

A

189 17 A Which of the following stain and specimen are

matched correctly?

Iodine- Animal

cell

Methyl blue- plant

cell

Iodine- plant cell Salt water- animal

and plant cells

C

190 17 A Saba wants to examine her cheek cells under the

microscope. She scraps cells from her cheek, put

them on a slide and stains them with methylene

blue solution.  Why does Saba stain her cheek

cells with methylene blue? She does this to:

get a sharper focus see details clearly illuminate the cells enlarge the cells B

191 17 A What is the purpose of staining a specimen to

observe it under the microscope?

For light to pass

through it easily

To see the

different parts

more clearly

To protect the

objective lens

For the image to

appear attractive

B

192 17 A Which of the following is correct? All organellas are

same between

plant and animal.

Because of

presence of cell

wall, animal cells

have regular shape

Because of

presence of cell

wall, plant cells

have regular shape

Because of

absence of cell

wall, animal cells

have regular shape

C

193 17 A What is the problem if air bubble are trapped in

the water between the slide and the cover slip?

Bubbles:

confuse the

observer

kill the specimen move the

specimen

break the objective

lens

A

194 17 A What is the importance of staining a specimen? easily to examine

the parts

to pass through

light easily

to discolour the

part

to undifferentiate

the part

A

195 17 A Which structure of onion epidermal cell is seen

under a light microscope?

Cell membrane Nucleus Chloroplast Vacuole B

196 18 K What are the two important things you should

write about your drawing of a unicellular

organism you observe under a microscope? The

name of the organism and:

the type of the

microscope

the mode of

feeding of the

organism

the total

magnification

the habitat of the

organism

C
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197 18 K Which one of the following cellular structure is

NOT part of an animal cell?

Cell membrane  Cell wall Cytoplasm Nucleus B

198 18 K Which of the following chemicals is used during

observation of animal cells under a microscope?

Methyl green Methyl blue Iodine solution Water B

199 18 K All of the following cell structures can be

observed under light microscope except:

nucleus chloroplast cell wall ribosome D

200 18 K Epithelial cells that cover our bodies are: muscle cell skin cells nerve cell red blood cell B

201 18 K Part of a cell which contains the genetic material

is:

vacuole cytoplasm nucleus chloroplast C

202 18 A During the procedure of observing onion

epidermal cells, you use drops of iodine solution

to：

increase

magnification

increase resolution decrease

resolution

increase contrast D

203 18 A Based on the following figures of plant and animal

cells, name the  letters W, X, Y, Z, and A

respectively.

Cell wall,

chloroplast,

vacuole, cell

membrane,

nucleus

Nucleus, central

vacuol, cytoplasm,

cell membrane,

cell wall

Cell membrane,

nucleus central

vacuole,

cytoplasm, cell

wall

Nucleus,

cytoplasm, central

vacuol, cell wall,

cell membrane

B
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204 18 A What is the part of the plant cell which is labelled

as A?

Cell wall Central vacuole Cytoplasm Plasma membrane B

205 19 K A Type of cell that we can  see with our naked eye

is:

birds egg human sperm cell onion epidermal

cell

human check cell A

206 19 K Which of the following is true about pollen

grains? They are:

female

reproductive cells

of plants

male reproductive

cells of plants

parts of a pistil reproductive cells

of animals

B

207 19 K A nerve cell in a human body can be characterized

as:

long and branched  flat and round  pointed at both

ends

 rectangular in

shape

A

208 19 K What type of cell is given in the figure below? Bone cell Epithelial cell Egg cell Nerve cell D

209 19 K Which cell is correctly matched with its tissue? Muscle tissue Ephitherial tissue Nervous tissue Conducting tissue C

210 19 K Which of the following shapes represents the

human egg cell?

Oval Circular Rectangular Round disk A

23
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211 19 K Which of the followings is true about cells? Cells that form our

body are of the

same types

cells that form our

body are of

different types

cells of an

organism are the

same in size and

shape

There is no

difference between

animal and plant

cells

B

212 19 K Which one of the following cells is circular in

shape?

Amoeba cell Human egg cell Frog egg cell Red blood cell C

213 19 A The following 3 figures represent different cells

that are from parts of our body. Which of the

given orders represents nerve cell, epithetical cell

and bone cell respectively?

1,2,3 3,2,1 2,1,3 1,3,2 A
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1 20 K Which of the following is part of the appendicular

skeleton?

Scapula Sternum Skull Spine A

2 20 K Part of axial skeleton that protects the soft internal

organs like lung and heart is:

Hip Ribs Skull Sternum B

3 20 K What are the two categories of bones of the

skeleton?

Axial and

appendicular

Axial and

muscular

Appendicular and

muscular

Appendicular and

sternum

A

4 20 K Which of the following parts of human skeleton

are axial?

Skull, sternum,

ribs and vertebral

column

Skull, hip and

vertebral column,

Sternum, hip,

vertebral column,

skull

Ribs, skull,

shoulder and ribs

A

5 20 K The axial skeletont which all of the other bones of

the skeleton are connected is

Skull Sternum Vertebral column Ribs C

6 20 K Which of the following bones is categorized under

axial skeleton?

Hip Shoulder bone Vertebral column, Arm C

7 20 K How does axial skeleton differ from appendicular

skeleton? The axial skeleton

 consists of skull,

sternum, ribs and

vertebrae

consists of limbs,

shoulder and hip

bones

supports the limbs

and connect them

to appendicular

skeleton

supports humerus,

ulna, radius,

carpapsmeta

carpals

A

8 20 K Which of the following statements is correct about

axial skeleton?

It is  part of the

skeleton along the

axis of the body

It consists of

shoulder, hip and

limbs

It is composed of

clavicle and

scapula

It supports the

limbs and

connects them to

the skull

A

9 20 K What are the two divisions of human skeleton? Axial skeleton and

appendicular

Ribs and sternum Skull and jaw Vertebral column

and hips

A

10 20 K Which one of the following  bones is an example

of appendicular skeleton?

Ribs bony Sternum bony Cranial bony Facial bony A

11 20 K Which one is part of the appendicular skeleton? Hip Ribs Skull Sternum A

N

1
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12 20 A Among the lists of the above skeletal bones, which

one belongs to the axial skeleton?

The following are some of the parts of the skeletal

system.

 I. sternum, shoulder, ribs, humerus

 II. Ribs, skull, sternum,vertebral column,femur

III. Shoulder, humerus, radius, femur, tibia

IV. sternum, vertebral column, skull,ribs

IV II III I A

13 20 A Assume your teacher gave you different types of

bones to categorize them into groups. The bones

were rib, hip, skull shoulder and sternum.

Which of these bones is grouped in axial skeleton?

Rib and shoulder Rib and skull Hip and shoulder Hip and sternum B

14 21 K Which one of the following is the function of the

skeleton?

It allows us to

move in particular

ways

Make our body

shape less

Expose vital

organs to danger

Protect cells

production

A

15 21 K Blood clotting and proper nerve function are

influenced by healthy skeletal system. This is

because the skeletal system:

stores calcium

phosphate

protects vital

organ

makes new blood

cells

supports the body A

16 21 K Look at the following figure. What do structures

1,2, and 3 represent respectively?

Carpals, Radius

and Ulna

Carpals, Ulna and

Radius

Radius, Ulna and

Carpals

Ulna, Radius and

Carpals

C

17 21 K Which of the following is NOT the function of

human skeleton?

It protects vital

organs

It supports body

and give shape

It makes old blood

cell to make

healthy blood cells

It allows

movement to

distinct a way

C

18 21 K Which one of the following is NOT correct about

the function of skeleton?

It allows us to

move in particular

ways

It makes new

blood cells to

maintain a healthy

blood stream

It breaks down

new blood cells

for the body

It supports the

body and gives us

our distinctive

shape

C

19 21 K The breast bone found in the middle of ribcage in

human skeleton is:

ribs sternum vertebral column shoulder bone C

2
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20 21 K If X bones serve as  brain case and Y  bone serves

to maintain shape of face, then X and y

respectively are:

sternum and facial cranial and facial skull and pelvis scapula and facial B

21 21 K Which bone is found in human outer lower arm? Carpals Humerus Radius Ulna D

22 21 K Which of the following describes the correct

sequences of hipbones and hind libbs from top to

bottom?

Femur → Tibia →

Metatarsals →

phalanges

Femur →

Metatarsals→

Tibia→phalanges

Tibia → Femur →

Metatarsals→

phalanges

Tibia →

Metatarsals →

Femur→

phalanges

A

23 21 K Femur is the largest bone while __________ are

the smallest bones.

tibia fibula stapes ulna C

24 21 K Which one of the following is NOT function of

human skeleton?

Protection Moving Reproduction Shape C

25 21 A How do muscles help to pump blood? Muscles:  carry messages

from the brain

relax and contract

of the heart to

pump blood

 pump blood by

first taking from

the heart

supply food for

the heart to pump

the blood to

different parts of

our body

B

26 21 A What is the function of the skeletal system of

human body? It:

prevents us to

move in different

ways

has nothing to do

for supporting the

body

is very important

to protect vital

organs and

support the body

inhibits new blood

cell to maintain a

blood

C

27 22 K The skeleton in our body is a collection of: muscles bones nerves teeth B

28 22 K  Which of the following best describes bone

structure?

Long bones are

compact bones

with hollow filled

with yellow bone

marrow

Short bones are

compact bones

with bone marrow

Flat bones are

compact bones

that have cavity

Spongy bones

contain white

blood cells

A

3
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29 22 K Which of the following are examples of short

bones?

finger and toes ribs, sternum and

scapula

upper and lower

limb bones

fingers, ribs, and

upper limb bones

A

30 22 K  Which one of the following is immovable bone? Skull Elbow Knee Hip A

31 22 K Which bones are NOT matched correctly with

their right position?

Carpals→ Fingers Hummers→Upper

arms

Radius→Inner

lower arms

Ulha→ outer

lower arms

A

32 22 K Which of the following tissues is used to attach

bones to bones?

Ligaments Cartilage Joints Tendons A

33 22 K Compact bone with hollows or cavities filled with

yellow bone marrow is:

short bones long bones flat bones rib bones B

34 22 A Which of the following bones is a flat bone? Sternum Humerus Femure Phalanges A

35 22 A What will happen to our bones if we lack calcium

in our diet? The bone becomes:

fastly developed soft enough and

beautiful

strong and healthy weak and

unhealthy

D

36 22 A Answer the following question using the figure

below. What do letters C, D, E represent

respectively?

Humerus, ulna,

radius

Humerus, radius,

ulna

Ulna, radius,

carpals

Radius, ulna,

carpals

A

37 23 K The shoulder consists of clevicle and: cranium skull sternum scapula D

38 23 K Which of the following is an example of

appendicular skeleton?

Breast bone Cranial Rib bones Shoulder D

4
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39 24 K Which one of the following is true about joints in

our body?

They are fixed in

place and do not

move at all

They hold bones

together

They are places

where two

muscles meet

They keep bones

apart from rubbing

together

B

40 24 K Which one of the following is fixed joint? Gliding joint Hinge joint Pivot joint Skull joints D

41 24 A Which of the following bones and their type of

joints are correctly matched?

Ball and socket

joint-elbows

Gliding joint-hip Hinge joint-knee Pivot joint-skull C

42 25 K Which of the following joints is correctly paired

with its function?

A ball and socket

joint---- allow

sliding surface

movement

Pivot joint-- allow

twisting

movement

Gliding joint---

allow movement

in all planes

Hinge joint ---

allow movement

in all direction

B

43 25 K Which of the following is true about hinge joint? It has sliding

surface movement

It moves in all

planes of direction

It moves back and

forth in single

direction

It has twisting

movement

C

44 25 K Which of the following statements is correct about

the function of gliding joint? It allows:

movement back

and forth in a

single direction

movement in all

planes

sliding surface

movements

between adjacent

bones

twisting

movement

C

45 25 K Which one of the following is the function of

hinge joint?

Move in all planes Move sliding

between adjacent

bones

Move back and

forth in a single

direction

Allows twisting

movement

C

46 25 K Which one of the following is a good example of

pivot joint?

Movement back

and forth in single

direction

 Movement in all

planes/in every

direction

Sliding surface

movements

between adjacent

bones

Twisting

movements for

instance saying

yes or no using

head

D

47 25 K Which one of the following types of joints allows

twisting movement?

Ball and socket Gliding Hinge Pivot D

48 25 K Which of the following joints is working when a

person is nodding?

Hinge joint Ball and socket

joint

Gliding joint Pivot joints D

5
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49 25 K A joint that allows back and forth movement in a

single direction is:

a ball and socket

joint

a hinge joint a gliding joint a pivot joint B

50 25 K Which of the following joints allow movement in

all planes?

Hinge joint Ball and socket Gliding Pivot B

51 25 K A joint that allows back and forth movement in a

single direction is:

Ball and socket

joint

Gliding joint Hinge joint Pivot joint C

52 25 K A person who could not properly move his knee

back and forth should be advised to undergo an

examination of:

ball and socket

joint

gliding joint hinge joint pivot joint C

53 25 A Our body needs to keep bones far apart so that

they do not rub together and hold the bones in

place as they move or rotate. Which part of the

bones does this function?

Joint Bone marrow Strenum Clavicle A

54 25 A Our elbows and knees move back and forth. This

is because of:

gliding joints pivot joints ball and socket

joints

hinge joints D

55 25 A What would happen if joint was absent at the

elbow? The elbow will not:

move back and

forth

 move in all planes slide surface

movement

 twist A

56 25 A Which one of the following types of joints is

useful for door movement?

Ball and socket Gliding Hinge Pivot C

57 25 A Which joint enables you to move your toes? Pivot Gliding Hinge Ball and socket C

58 26 K In an immovable joint, the bones are fixed in place

and do not move at all. Which one of the

following is an example of fixed bones?

Skull Knee Fingers Shoulders A

59 26 K Which joint enables to move elbow, knee, finger

and toes?

Ball and socket Gliding joint Hinge joint Pivot joint C

6
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60 27 K A type of joint that allows movement in every

direction is called___________.

ball and socket

joint

hinge joint gliding joint pivot joint A

61 27 K One of the following is an example of immovable

joint.

Ball and socket

joints

Hinge joints Sliding joints Skull joints D

62 28 K Which of the following is correct about ligament? It acts like the

bodies shock

absorber

In vertebrate

animals, it

replaces the bone

It is a flexible, soft

tissue that

increases shock

In invertebrates

animals, it

replaces the bone

A

63 29 K Which one of the following muscles is a skeletal

muscle?

Intestinal muscle Stomach muscle Biceps Heart muscle C

64 29 K Which of the following muscles is found in the

walls of internal organ?

Cardiac Epithelial Skeletal Smooth D

65 29 K The muscles attached to the bones of the skeleton

are known as:

smooth muscles skeletal muscles cardiac muscles rough muscles B

66 29 K Which of the following is not a type of muscle? Cardiac muscles Skeletal muscle Smooth muscle Tendon D

67 29 K Which is only found in human heart? Smooth Cardiac Skeletal Tendon B

68 29 K Cardiac muscle is found in the walls of: heart intestine lung stomach A

69 29 K Which of the following muscles is under

unconscious control?

Biceps muscles Involuntary

muscles

Triceps muscle Voluntary muscle B

70 29 A "X" is a muscle that pumps blood and accounts for

the heart beat. Its contraction is involuntary for the

most parts. What do you call this muscle?

Cardiac muscle Muscle fiber Skeletal muscle Smooth muscle A

71 30 K Which of the following muscles is attached to

bone?

Rough muscle Cardiac muscle Smooth muscles Skeletal muscles D

7
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72 30 K Which one of the following activities requires

muscular action?

Thinking Smelling Growing Pumping blood D

73 30 K The connective tissue that connects bones to

muscle is:

ligament muscle fiber non-striated

muscle

tendon D

74 30 K Which of the following muscles is correctly paired

with its function?

Cardiac muscle--

contracts to make

heart pump blood

Skeletal muscle--

contracts to move

food in alimentary

canal

Smooth muscle--

contracts to move

skeletal bones

Cardiac muscle---

contracts to move

food in  alimentary

canal

A

75 30 K If you were to stretch your arm at the elbow,

which of the following sequence of events would

take place?

biceps contract at

the same time

triceps relax

biceps relax while

triceps contract

both triceps and

biceps relax

together

both triceps and

biceps contract

together

B

76 30 K Which one is true about skeletal muscles? Skeletal  muscles

are attached to

bones

Skeletal muscles

are involuntary

Skeletal muscles

make the heart

Skeletal muscles

are found in the

stomach

A

77 30 K Which one of the following is not correct about

the functions of muscle?

Breathing Respiration Movement Pump blood B

78 30 K Which one of the following is NOT TRUE about

smooth muscles?

They are found in

the walls of

viscera and blood

vessels

They are

connected to

bones

Their contraction

is involuntary

They contract and

move slowly than

the skeletal

muscles

B

79 30 K Muscle tissues are made from: tendons fibers ligaments skeletons B

80 30 A In the figure above, B and D are antagonistic

muscles.

What would happen to D if muscle B contracts?

It would contract

too

It would relax No change will be

observed

It will be torn

away

B

81 30 A What will happen if there is no skeletal muscle in

our body?

We cannot move

from place to

place with our legs

Our internal

organs will have

no problem

We will have the

shape that a

human being has

We will have

joints so that we

can move

A

8
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82 30 A Which one of the following muscles is correctly

matched with its function?

Smooth muscle --

contracts and

moves blood in

intestine

Cardiac muscle --

contracts and

moves water in the

body

Skeletal muscle --

contracts and

moves blood in

blood vessels

Smooth muscle --

contracts and

moves food in

intestine

D

83 31 K If you were to bend your arm at the elbow, what

would happen to the muscles around it?

The biceps

contracts and the

triceps relaxes

The biceps relaxes

and the triceps

contracts

Both the biceps

and the triceps

contract

Both the biceps

and the triceps

relax

A

84 31 K "Muscles work in pairs in antagonistic manner"

means when one muscle in the pair contracts the

other:

also contracts relaxes remains as it is bulges out B

85 31 A The following diagram shows a human arm. When

lifting a load, what happens to X and Y?

X relaxes and Y

contracts

x contracts and Y

relaxes

Both X and Y

contract

Both X and Y

relax

A

86 32 A A technician maintains an old television by

twisting a screwdriver. What type of joint does he

use to maintain the television?

Ball and socket Gliding Hinge Pivot D

87 32 A Skeletal muscles are faster than other muscles

because contraction

is involuntary and

unconscious

 is conscious and

voluntary

pumps blood and

accounts for the

heart beat

 can remain for a

long time

B

88 33 K What is the benefit of rest for muscle? It helps to: remove wastes burn carbohydrate make muscles

contract

stores energy in

the muscles

A

89 33 K How could increase in age  be met with physical

exercise?

Vigorous activities

should be

increased

Free play should

be increased

Low impact

aerobics should be

increased

Exercise for motor

development

should be

increased

C

9
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90 33 K What will happen to your muscles and skeleton if

you do not do physical exercise and endurance?

Muscle and skeleton will:

have strength and

endurance

inflexible expand and

become stronger

and bigger

physical exercise

has no effect on

muscles and

skeleton

B

91 33 K Why do we need physical exercises? It gives strength

and endurance to

muscle and

skeleton

It damages power

of muscle and

skeleton

Flexibility is not

acquire through

exercise

Muscles and

skeleton shrink

doing physical

exercise

A

92 33 K Which of the following activities is not important

to keep our skeleton and muscles healthy?

Doing physical

exercise

Having a balanced

diet

Taking plenty of

rest

Taking diet

containing plenty

of fats

D

93 33 K Which one of the following is recommended

physical exercise for (teenagers 13-18)?

Moderate exercise

1-2 times a week

Vigorous activity

for 1-2 hours a

week

Moderate activity

for ½ hours 3

times a week

Vigorous activity

for 3-5 times a

week

D

94 33 K Why do we need meat in our diets? Because it supplies protein

for cells growth to

create new cells

provides calcium

for bones strength

provides vitamins

for bones

structures

gives us

carbohydrate for

muscle to make

bones

A

95 33 K Which traditional physical exercises do you

recommend for elders over the age of 60 years?

Dancing Horseback riding Swimming Walking D

96 33 A If a person has soft and fragile bone, which of the

following foods do you advise him to eat?

A protein rich

food

Carbohydrate rich

food

Calcium rich food Food rich in fat C

97 33 A Mr. X is 65 years old. If he asks for advice for his

physical exercise, what do you suggest?

5 -10times a week 3 - 4 times a week Once per week Every day in a

week

B

98 33 A What kind of exercise is recommended to elderly? vigorous activities

should be

increased

 free play should

be increased

 low impact

aerobics should be

increased

exercises for

motor

development

should be

increased

C

10
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99 33 A If calcium and vitamin D lack from our diet, the

bones become:

short and

unhealthy

strong and healthy short and healthy weak and

unhealthy

D

100 34 K Which one of the following is the first and

replaceable set of teeth?

Molars Miilk teeth Permanent teeth Wisdom teeth B

101 34 K What is the inner part of a tooth with blood

vessels and nerves?

Dentine Pulp cavity Crown Root B

102 34 K What is the hardest outer covering of the crown? Enamel Gum Crown Dentine A

103 34 K The inner part of a tooth with blood vessels and

nerves is:

pulp cavity dentine enamel crown A

104 34 K The part of tooth surrounded by gum is a: crown neck root enamel C

105 34 K The living tissue of a tooth is dentine root enamel gum D

106 34 K Which of the following is NOT a type of human

teeth?

Canine Enamel Molar Premolar B

107 34 K The arrangement and development of teeth is

known as

gum dentine dentition pulp cavity C

108 34 K The last teeth that grows between the ages 20-25

is:-

Incisors Milk teeth Permanent teeth Wisdom teeth D

109 34 K A front teeth with chisel edge is: Incisor Canine Premolar Molar A

110 34 K Which of the following types of teeth has chisel

edges?

Caine Molars Premolar Incisor D

11
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111 34 K The shapes of human teeth is most related to their: function colour hardness size A

112 34 K What are the last four teeth that appear in human

adulthood?

Canines Incisors Premolars Wisdoms D

113 34 A Why must we give good care for our teeth

especially as adults? It is because

the wisdom teeth

appear in

adulthood

the permanent

teeth are non-

replaceable

we have milk teeth

as an adult and it

can be replaced

milk teeth are non-

replaceable while

the permanent

teeth can be

replaced

B

114 34 K The diagram shows human teeth. Which number

represents molar?

1 2 3 4 D

115 34 A X is used to cutting food; Y is used for tearing and

piercing food; Z is used for crushing and grinding

food.  From the above terms which one fill the

missing letter X,Y, and Z respectively?

 X: Premolar

Y: Incisor

Z: Molar

X: Canine

Y: Molar

Z: Premolar

X: Incisor

Y: Canine

Z: Molar

X: Molar

Y: Premolar

Z: Canine

C

116 34 A Which one of the following part of tooth is the

hardest outer covering of the crown?

Enamel Pulp cavity Neck Root A

117 34 A A student dropped a tooth in acid and found that

the enamel part was washed away. Which part is

now visible?

Dentine Enamel Pulp cavity Gum A

118 35 K Which of the following teeth of humans are sharp,

pointed and used for tearing and piercing food?

Incisors Premolars Molars Canines D

119 35 K Front teeth with chisel edge are known as molars premolars canines incisors D

12
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120 35 K Which of the following teeth type is correctly

matched with its function?

Canine--- tearing

and piercing food

Incisors---crushing

and grinding foods

Premolars---

grinding foods

Molars-tearing

and piercing

C

121 35 K Molar teeth are distinguished from premolars by

their

stronger ridges being grinders chisel edges depression A

122 35 K The sharp edge of canine teeth in animals helps

them for

piercing food grinding food biting food crush food A

123 35 K As crushing is to molars, biting is to __________. molars premolars canines incisors D

124 35 K Which of the following teeth is correctly matched

with its function?

Incisors-Cutting Canines-biting Premolars-piercing Molars-Crushing D

125 35 K Which of the following teeth is correctly matched

with its function?

Premolars-biting Canines-grinding Incisors-cutting Molars-tearing C

126 35 K Why does dental formula differ among mammals?

Because it depends on the

size of animal

body

type of feeding teeth with widest

upper surface

length of teeth B

127 35 K Which of the following types of teeth are front

teeth?

Incisor Canine Premolar Molar A

128 35 K Which of the following tooth and its function is

NOT matched properly?

Incisors-for biting

foods

Canines-for

tearing and

piercing foods

Premolars-for

crushing foods

Molars-crushing

and grinding foods

C

129 35 K The table below shows types of teeth and their

functions. In the table, point out the one which is

correctly matched.

I II III IV C

13
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130 35 K Which of the following is TRUE about the types

of teeth?

Canines are chisel

like for cutting

and biting food

Incisors are sharp

pointed for tearing

and piercing food

Molars are strong

and ridged for

crushing and

grinding food

Premolars are flat

and ridged for

tearing food

C

131 35 K Which of the following teeth are used for tearing

and piercing food?

Incisors Canines Molars Premolars B

132 35 K Which of the following types of teeth is used for

crushing and grinding function?

Canine Incisor Molar Premolar C

133 35 K Which type of human teeth has a sharp pointed

shape and used for tearing and piercing food?

Incisors Molars Canines Premolars C

134 35 K Which one correctly matches tooth type and its

function?

Canines - cutting Incisors - tearing Molars - grinding Premolars- biting C

135 35 A Which of the following types of teeth are paired

correctly with their functions?

Incisors--piercing

food

Canines---tearing

food

Premolars---biting

food

Molars---gnawing

food

B

136 35 A What is the function of molars? Tearing food Crushing food Cutting food Gnawing food B

137 35 A Why are shapes of teeth in humans  related to their

functions? It is because

their shapes

helped them to do

the specific

function

the shape of any

part of the body is

related to function

the function they

perform dose not

have relation with

their shape

any one of the

teeth with every

shape can do all

functions

A

138 35 A Alemu got a sternum bone of a sheep while he was

having lunch. He ground the bone and swallowed

the bone marrow from the bone. Which part of the

teeth did he use to grind the sternum bone?

Wisdoms Incisors Canines Molars D

139 35 A Suppose you have found a tooth of a mammal

which  has a pointed edge. What will be the

function of this tooth? It is used for:

biting food tearing food grinding food crushing food B
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140 35 A Look at the diagram of human teeth carefully.

Which number represents root canal?

1 2 3 4 C

141 35 A The enamel of the human teeth is: the living tissue of

a tooth

the harder outer

part

the inner part inserted into the

jaw

B

142 35 A Based on the following information in the table,

which teeth of human do the letters X and Y

represent respectively?

Molars, canine Canines,

premolars

Molars, incisors Canines, molars D

143 35 A What could be the challenge of a person who lost

all his incisors because of car accident?

Eating peeled

banana

Eating roasted

barley/kolo

Taking juice Taking soup A

144 36 K Dental formula can indicates： the color of teeth number of teeth the width of teeth length of teeth B

145 36 K Which of the following is correct about dental

formula?

Shows the number

and type of teeth

in one half of the

upper and lower

jaws

Each type of teeth

is symbolized by

the last letter of its

name

The dental

formula of

different mammals

is the same and

have same number

of teeth

Shows the total

number and type

of teeth in the

upper and lower

jaws

A

146 36 K Which of the following statements is  NOT true

about  the dental formula? It:

is a short way of

indicating or

representing the

number of teeth

 shows the number

and type of  teeth

 shows the

location of each

type

 shows the quality

of each type

D

147 36 K How are the four types of teeth arranged on the

jaws starting from the front teeth to the back?

Canines-incisors-

molars-premolars

Incisors-canines-

molars-premolars

Molars-premolars-

incisors-canines

Incisors-canines-

premolars-molars

D
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148 36 K Which of the following types of teeth are found at

far back of jaws in human adults?

Premolars Molars Incisors Canines B

149 36 K Which of the following statements is correct about

dental formula? Dental formula

shows only the

number of teeth

shows only the

types of teeth

indicates and

represents the

number , type and

arrangement of

teeth

indicates and

represents the size,

function and

structure of teeth

C

150 36 K Which arrangement is correct when we look from

the front teeth to the back jaw?

Canines→

Premolar→

Molars→ Incisors

Incisors→

Canines→

Premolars→

Molars

Molars→

Premolars→

Canines→

Incisors

Premolars→

Molars→Incisors

→ Canines

B

151 36 K The total number of the teeth for an animal with

the given dental formula is:

34 30 32 36 C

152 36 K Suppose a dental formula of a given mammal is

I2/2, C1/1,P3/3 and M2/2. What is the total

number of teeth?

16 24 30 32 D

153 36 A If a given mammal has a dental formula of

2/2,1/1,2/2,3/3.

The total number of teeth is:

16 32 30 36 B

154 36 A What is the total number of teeth of an animal

which has the dental formula                           ?

25 20 10 9 B

155 36 A Look at the table below. Which of the following is

correct about the mammals X, Y, Z?

Mammal X has

more number of

premolars as

compared to Y

and Z

Mammal Y has no

the upper incisors

and canines

Mammal Z has the

least number of

canines as

compared to X

and Y

The three

mammals have the

same number of

premolars

B
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156 36 A What is the total number of canines in the  dental

formula of 2/2,1/1,2/2,3/3?

4 8 12 2 A

157 36 A If all incisors of Mr. X are  lost from the lower jaw

because of accident, what will be his total number

of teeth?

24 28 26 30 B

158 37 K How do we calculate the total number of the

human teeth?

Add the total

number of teeth in

half upper and

lower jaws and

then multiply by

two

Add the total

number of teeth in

upper and lower

jaws then divide

by two

Multiply the total

number of teeth in

upper and lower

jaws and then add

two

Multiply the total

number of teeth in

upper and lower

jaws  and then

divide by two

A

159 37 K Which of the following shows canine in the dental

formula of an adult human?

1/1 2/2 3/3 4/4 A

160 37 K In the following dental formula  of an adult

human, "x" represents

2 1 3 0 B

161 37 K Dental Formula given   A. 2/2,  B.1/1, C. 2/2, D.

3/3. Which of the following is correctly matched

with the given formula of human teeth？

molar (A),

premolar (B),

incisor (C), canine

(D)

incisors (A),

Canines (B),

premolar (C),

molar (D)

canines (A),

incisors (B),

premolars (C),

molar (D)

molars (A),

premolars (B),

canines (C),

incisors (D)

B

162 37 A Abebe was asked by his teacher to write the dental

formula of human adult on the blackboard. He

wrote what is shown in the rable below. Which of

the following parts from his formula is wrong?

I  2/2 C 2/2 P 2/2 M 3/3 B

163 37 A How many incisors (I) does an animal have if it

has a dental formula of I/2, 1/I, 2/2, 3/3 ?

2 3 4 6 D

1
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164 38 K Which of the following dental formulas indicates

human dental formula?

B

165 38 K What is the total number of teeth in humans? 32 16 30 22 A

166 38 K Which one of the following is true about the

dentition of mammals?

The shapes of

teeth of mammals

is related to their

diet

The dental

formula of

mammals is

related to their

colour

The dental

formula of

mammals is

related to their size

The dentition of

mammals is

related to their

habitat

A

167 38 A Assume that the tables below show the

comparison between the human and other

mammals’ dental formulas. Which of these is the

human dental formula?

A

168 38 A If a given mammal has 4 incisors, 2 canines, 4

premolars and 6 molars on one half of the upper

and the lower jaw, its dental formula will be:

I4/4, C2/2, P4/4,

M6/6

I0/4, C0/2, P0/4,

M0/6

I2/2, C1/1, P2/2,

M3/3

I8/8, C4/4, P8/8,

M12/12

A

169 38 A Which of the following is the dental formula of a

cow?

I0/3,C0/1,P3/3M3

/3

I0/4, C0/0, P3/3,

M3/3

I4/0, C0/0, P3/3,

M3/3

I0/4, C0/0, P0/6,

M0/6

A

170 38 A An animal with dental formula   I0/0, C1/1, P2/2,

M3/3 will have a total of --------- teeth.

12 24 6 32 B

1
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171 38 A An animal with dental formula I0/0, C1/1, P2/2,

M3/3 cannot

bite food grind food pierce food crush food A

172 38 A The dental formula of an animal is  I0/3, C1/1,

P2/2, M3/3.

What is the total number of teeth of this animal?

12 18 30 32 C

173 38 A The dental formula of a given mammal is shown

in the fomula below. Which of the following types

of teeth are different in number from human

adult?

Incisors Canines Premolars Molars A
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1 39 K Plants are NOT diverse in:- distribution photosynthesis size type B

2 39 K Which one of the following is FALSE about

mosses? They

are small in size grow in dry places are non-flowering

plants

have leaf-like

structure

B

3 39 K Which of the following statements is correct about

plants?

They all live in

water

They are found all

over the world

All plants are the

same type

Some of them

prepare their own

food

B

4 39 K Which one of the following plants can easily

survive in desert areas?

Koso Zigba Kulkual Tid C

5 39 K Which of the following statements is true about

plants?

Some plants

cannot produce

their own food

Most plants live in

water

Plants exist in

different sizes

All plants have

flowers

C

6 39 K Which one of the following non-flowering plants

produces seeds?

Mosses Ferns Gymnosperms Angiosperms C

7 39 K Which of the following is correct about the

characteristics of plants?

Only little plants

live on land

Plants prepare

their own food

All plants are the

same type

All are the same

size

B

8 39 K Why are plants adapted to all places? Because

plants living in__________

a particular place

have special

features that allow

them to live.

all places need hot

dry climate to live

all place have

same features that

allow them to live

all places need hot

dry climate to

germinate

A

9 39 K A type of non-flowering plant that has root, stem,

leaves and seed is:

moss rose pine algae C

10 39 K Which of the following plants is the smallest in

size?

Moss Cactus Fern Tid A

11 39 K How do reptiles move from one place to another?

They move by:

Climbing Crawling Flying Walking B

1
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12 39 A The table below shows a type of plant and its

characteristics. Which of the following correctly

describes the type of plant?

W: flowering

plant,

X: gymnosperm,

Y: fern,

Z: moss

w: fern

X: gymnosperm

Y: moss

Z: flowering plan

W: moss

X: flowering plant

Y: gymnosperm

Z: fern

W: gymnosperm

X: fern

Y: moss

Z: flowering plant

B

13 41 K Unlike flowering plants, gymnosperms: have cones reproduce by

insects

have fruits are angiosperms A

14 41 K Which one of the following plants is a flowering

plant?

Ferns Conifers Rose plants Mosses C

15 41 K Which one of the following plants uses flower as a

reproductive organ?

Conifers Mosses Coffee Ferns C

16 41 K Which of the following is False about plants? Plants can be

divided as

flowering and

non-flowering

Mosses, ferns and

gymnosperms are

flowering plants

Flowering plants

are the most

diverse group of

plants

Flowering plants

use their flowers

for reproduction

B

17 41 K Which of the following is an example of non-

flowering plants?

Bahr zaf' Koso' Tid' Wanza' C

18 41 K Which of the following groups of plants are

characterized by possession of flowers and seeds?

Mosses and

liverworts

Ferns and conifers Ferns and

angiosperms

Monocotyledons

and dicotyledons

D

19 41 K Which one of the following is a flowering plant? Conifers Eucalyptus Fern Mosses B

20 41 K Which of the following is correct about flowering

plants? Flowering plants:

make the largest

production of the

total land plants

make the smallest

production of the

total land plants

are unable to make

food by

photosynthesis

most of them

reproduce by

cones

A

21 41 K What are the common characteristics of mosses,

ferns and gymnosperms?

All are flowering

plants

All grow in dry

areas

All can produce

seeds

All are non-

flowering plants

D

2
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22 41 K A flowering plant differs from a non-flowering

plant by:

the presence of

roots

the presence of

leaves

the presence of

covered seeds

the presence of

uncovered seeds

C

23 41 K How does a tid plant differ from a eucalyptus

plant?

Tid has flower but

no eucalyptus

Tid has not flower

but eucalyptus

Tid has seed but

not eucalyptus

Tid produces food

but not eucalyptus

B

24 41 K Which of the following is not part of a flowering

plant?

Stem Root Leaf Skeleton D

25 41 A Nati collected four plants and observed their

structures. Plant A has long leaves with parallel

veins and small seeds, Plant B has short and wide

leaves with netted veins, Plant C has small leaves

with seeds in cones and Plant D is a small plant

with thin stem and many tiny leaves along the

stem. How could he classify plants A,B,C and D

respectively?

A: dicot,

B: monocot,

C: gymnosperm

D: mosses

A; Dicot,

B: monocot,

C: mosses,

D: gymnosperm

A: Dicot,

B: mosses,

C: monocot,

D: gymnosperm

A: Monocot,

B: dicot,

C: gymnosperm,

D: mosses

D

26 41 A A plants which has seeds not covered by ovary or

fruit is ________.

rose wheat maize conifer D

27 41 A If your teacher gives you bean, moss, eucalyptus,

maize and fern plant to categorize them into

flowering and non-flowering plants, which of the

following do you classify as flowering plants?

Eucalyptus, maize

and fern

Bean, moss and

eucalyptus

Maize, bean and

eucalyptus

Eucalyptus C

28 41 A Why have specially flowering plants become most

successful of all terrestrial plants? This is because

they have:

large stems and

leaves

flowers as

reproductive organ

vascular bundle complicated root

system

B

29 42 K Which one of the following groups of plants

represents non-flowering plants only?

Mosses, ferns,

gymnosperms

Mosses, ferns,

eucalyptus

Mosses, ferns, rose

plants

Mosses,

eucalyptus, rose

plants

A

30 42 K Which one of the following non-flowering plant is

very small with thin stem covered by many tiny

leaves?

Gymnosperms Liverworts Ferns Mosses D

3
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31 42 K Which of the following plants CANNOT be an

example of non-flowering plants?

Moss Fern Conifer Coffee plant D

32 42 K Which one of the following is different from the

rest?

Cones Ferns Gymnosperms Mosses A

33 42 K Which one of the following is a flowering plant? Fern Gymnosperm Moss Juniper D

34 42 K Cone is the reproductive structure of: mosses gymnosperms angiosperms ferns B

35 42 K Which of the following  lists contans only  non-

flowering plants?

Rose, moss and

fern

Moss, fern and

gymnosperm

Gymnosperm, rose

and moss

Fern, rose and

gymnosperm

B

36 42 A Why do we say that tid is a gymnosperm? It has flowers It has small leaves It has cones It has succulent

stem

C

37 42 A What makes ferns different from mosses? unprotected seeds underground stem

with roots

small non-

flowering plants

with leaf like

reproductive

organs with cone

B

38 42 A Cone is the reproductive structure of: angiosperms gymnosperms dicotyledons monocotyledons B

39 43 K Which of the following is false about flowering

plants? They have:

sexual

reproductive

structures

uncovered seeds unique

fertilization

system

different

pollination organs

B

40 43 K Which of the following is  NOT a characteristic of

flowering plants?

They use flowers

as special sexual

reproductive

structure

They use cones for

their sexual mode

of reproduction

They have unique

fertilization

system

They have seeds

and fruits

B

41 43 K The major parts of a flowering plant are: leaf, flower and

cone

leaf, seed and

sepal

leaf, stem and

stamen

leaf, stem and root D

4
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42 43 K The following question is based on the diagram

below. Which of the alternatives describes shoot

system of a plant?

I, II and V II, III and IV I, II and III I, IV and V C

43 43 K Which of the following structures of a plant is

correctly matched with its function?

Guard cell-gas

exchange

Leaf-absorb water

and minerals

Stomata protect

leaf from damage

Flower-reproduce

seed

D

44 43 K Which one of the following is NOT the general

characteristic of flowering plants? They

have naked seeds have fruits are pollinated by

wind and other

agents

produce seeds

enclosed in fruits

A

45 43 K Which of the following is NOT true about the

characteristics of flowering plants? They:

have unique

fertilization

system

do not use

different

pollination agents

have flowers,

special

reproductive

structure

have both seeds

and fruits

B

46 43 K Flowering plants DO NOT have:  flowers  seeds and fruits  unique

fertilization

 cones D

47 43 K Which one of the following processes takes place

in the shoot system of a flowering plant?

Absorption of

water from the

surrounding

Exchange of gases Absorption of

minerals from the

soil

Fixing of the

plants into the soil

B

48 43 K The part of a plant which is responsible for sexual

reproduction is:

flower leaf root stem A

49 43 K Which of the following is true about flowering

plants? They have:

cones for

reproduction

spores in their

fruits for

reproduction

seeds enclosed in

fruits for

reproduction

naked seeds for

reproduction

C

50 43 K Which of the following is NOT true about

angiosperms? They have:

special sexual

reproductive

structures called

flowers

seeds that are

enclosed in fruits

unique  sexual

mode of

reproduction

cones for their

sexual

reproduction

D
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51 43 K Which one of the following is the sexual

reproductive organ of angiosperms?

Root Stem Flower Leaf C

52 43 K Flowering plants have: only one

pollination agent

no economical

importance for

man

cones, special

reproductive

structure

seeds which are

enclosed in fruits

D

53 43 K Which of the following is importance for

pollination?

root stem leaf flower D

54 43 K Which of the following statements is true about

flowering plants? Flowering plants:

have no

reproductive organ

have naked seeds are the only land

plants

have fruits D

55 43 K Which of the following statements is WRONG

about angiosperms? They all have:

flowers Stem Seeds corns D

56 43 K Which of the following is NOT a characteristic of

flowering plants?

Having flowers Having only seeds Use different

pollination agents

Having unique

fertilization

system

D

57 43 K The figure below shows a flowering plant. What

are the parts indicated by letters W, X, Y and Z?

W: leaf

X: flower

Y: stem

Z: root

Z: root

Y: leaf

X: Flower

W: stem

Z: root

Y: leaf

X: stem

W: flower

W: flower

X: leaf

Y: stem

Z: root

D

58 43 A Which of the following alternatives is different

from the others?

Egg Receptacles Sepals Stamens A

59 43 A Flowering plants are generally characterized as

plants that:-

have seeds

enclosed in fruits

use only wind as

pollinating agent

are less abundant

than non-

flowering plants

are found only in a

particular area

A

60 43 A Why are flowering plants the most diverse and

dominant on earth's surface? Because they have:

seeds and fruits corns colorful variation seeds only A

61 44 K Which one of the following is an example of a

flowering plant?

Conifer Eucalyptus Fern Mosses B

6
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62 44 K Which one of the following examples of flowering

plants has flower parts in four or fives?

Teff Wheat Bean Maize C

63 44 K Which one of the following is a non-flowering

plant?

Barley Ferns Papaya Wheat B

64 44 K Which of the following is an example of flowering

plant?

Pinus Beans Red wood Abeshotid B

65 44 K Which one of the following lists of plants  consists

of only flowering plants?

Bean, maize,

lettuce

Teff, milate, moss Wheat, potato, Tid Barely, beetroot,

fern

A

66 44 A Which of the following are flowering plants? dicotyledons ferns gymnosperms mosses A

67 44 K An example of a flowering plant which

reproduces by vegetative propagation is

carrot ginger beet root cabbage B

68 45 K Part of a plant which transports water and

minerals to all parts of the plant is _________

flower leaf root stem D

69 45 K Which one of the following plants has taproot? Carrot Grass Maize Onion A

70 45 K The  function of the root of a plant is: absorbing sunlight manufacturing

food

attaching the plant

to the ground

producing seeds C

71 45 K The part  of a plant that grows below the ground

and absorbs water and minerals is known as

_____.

Fruit Leaf Root Stem C

72 45 K Which one of the following is the function of

root?

attaching the

plants to the

ground

gaseous exchanges carryout

photosynthesis

food production A

7
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73 45 K A very hard part of the root which covers and

protects the  root tip is __________.

root hair primary root root cap fibrous root C

74 45 K Which one of the following plants has fibrous root

system?

Pea Bean Maize Sunflower C

75 45 K Which one of the following is NOT a function of

root?

Absorption of

water

Photosynthesis Support Storage of food B

76 45 K Which one of the following parts of root system of

a plant covers and protects the root tip?

Lateral root Main root Root hairs Root cap D

77 45 K Which of the following plant has tap root system? Maize Pea Fern Barley B

78 45 K Which of the following is the function of root of

plants?

Absorption of

water and minerals

Production of food

water and CO2

Transportation of

food by phloem

Exchange of

gasses

A

79 45 K Which of the following part of the plant is found

below the ground?

Root Fruit Leaf Flower A

80 45 K Which one of the following is NOT a function of

root?

Absorption of

water and minerals

Attaching the

plant to the ground

and supporting the

plant

Food storage Gas exchange D

81 45 K Which of the following statements is true about

plant roots? They:

transport food to

all parts of the

plant

are sites for

photosynthesis

are sites for

gaseous exchange

serve as food

storage organ

D

82 45 K A very hard part of the plant root which covers

and protects the growing region of the root is:

root rith root hair root cap root tip C

8
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83 45 K Which of the following statements is correct about

root of plants? It is:

not edible by

animals

not vegetative

organ

used for caring the

seeds and fruits

used for anchoring

upper parts

D

84 45 K The tiny and hair like nature of root hairs allows

them to:

immediately

combine with soil

increase store food increase surface

area to volume

ratio for absorbing

minerals and water

minimize the

activity of

absorbing minerals

and water

C

85 45 K The presence of a root in a plant helps to:  produce food  reproduce  absorb water and

minerals from the

soil

 exchange gas C

86 45 K In a plant, root system comprises different

structures as shown in the figure below. What are

the structures of the root system indicated by letter

A, B, C, D and E?

A: lateral root

B: primary root

C: root tip

D: root hair

E: root cap

A: primary root

B: lateral root

C: root hairs

D: root tip

E: root cap

A: root cap

B:  root tip

C: root hair

D:  primary root

E: lateral root

A: root cap

B:  root hair

C: primary root

D:  lateral root

E:  root tip

B

87 45 K Which of the following plant structure is correctly

paired with its function?

Leaf-absorb water

and minerals

Stem-support the

fruit, leaf and

flower

Root-part where

photosynthesis

occur

Flower-transport

food and water

B

88 45 A Which one of the following is used to anchor the

plant to the ground?

Root Stem Leaf Flower A

89 45 A What is the correct pathway of  water and

minerals in plants?

Root →Root hair

→Stem →Leaf

Leaf →Stem →

Root hair →Root

Root hair→Root

→Stem→Leaf

Leaf→Stem→

Root→Root hair

C

90 46 K Which one of the following is NOT the function

of stem in plants?

Excretion of

carbon dioxide

from respiration

Support the leaves

so that they

receive maximum

sunlight

Transporting

water and minerals

from the roots to

the other parts of

the plant

Transporting

glucose

throughout the

plant

A

91 46 K Which of the following statements is correct about

plant stems? They:

absorb water from

soil

support the whole

plant

are sites for

reproduction

are main centers of

photosynthesis

B

9
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92 46 K What is the function of stem in plants? It: reproduces

sexually

supports upper

plant parts

anchors plant in

the ground

absorbs water B

93 46 A If you put a small plant with soft stem in colored

water or dye for an hour, what will you observe?

The dye/color

moves up the stem

The dye/color seen

in veins of the

leaves

transport of water

and minerals

demonstrated by

this color/dye

All of the above

are correct

D

94 46 A In the diagram below, which of the following parts

is transporting tissue from roots to leaves?

1 2 3 4 D

95 46 K The function of cuticle in  plant stem is to reduce: water loss from

lateral branches a

root

water loss from

the central root of

a plant

water loss from

stem epidermal

layer

absorption of

excess water by

root

C

96 46 A Which of the following is the function of plant

stem?

Supporting parts

like flowers and

leaves

Supporting parts

like fibrous root

system

Absorbing water

and minerals from

soil

Conducting water

and minerals from

the leaf to root

A

97 46 A The figure below shows parts of flowering plants.

Which one of the parts indicated by I, II, III and

IV   does not belong to vegetative body parts of

the plant?

I II III IV A

98 47 K The function of cuticle in plants is to: store food reduce water loss transport

substances

fix the plant in

position

B

10
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99 47 K Herbaceous stems of green plants can prepare food

because they have:

Flower Seeds Chlorophyll Fruits C

100 47 K In which part of the leaf does most food

production take place?

Vascular bundle Leaf stalk Mesophyll guard cells C

101 47 K The part of a plant where mainly photosynthesis

takes place is:

flower leaf root stem B

102 47 K In which plant organs does photosynthesis mainly

take place?

Root Stem Leaf Flower C

103 47 K The main vein along the midline of the leaf is: blade midrib leaf stalk vein B

104 47 K Which of the following is NOT the function of

leaf? It

helps to make food exchanges gas absorbs water and

minerals

is used as food

storage

C

105 47 K In the following figure, what is the part of the leaf

labeled by letter 'X'?

Blade Veins Midrib Petiole A

106 47 K The site of the plant in which gas exchange with

the environment takes place is ______.

Vascular bundle stomata epidermis mesophyll B

107 47 K In which of the following structures of a plant

does photosynthesis mainly take place?

stem leaf root flower B

108 47 K In plants, cuticle is secreted by ______. epidermis guard cells vascular bundle stomata A

109 47 K Which one of the following controls the opening

and closing of stomata?

Mesophyll cells spongy cells guard cells petiole cells C

11
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110 47 A The figure below shows the different parts of a

flowering plant. What is the function of the part

labeled by "b"?

To absorb water

from the soil

To carry out

photosynthesis

To carry out

sexual

reproduction

To support up the

plant

B

111 47 K The part of the plant where photosynthesis mainly

occurs is_______.

flower leaf root stem B

112 47 K The function of the guard cells in leaves is to: transport food open and close the

flower

transport water

and minerals

open and close the

stomata

D

113 47 K What is the main function of the leaf? Leaf is used

to:

transport food transport water carry out

photosynthesis

carry out

respiration

C

114 47 K What is the main function of a leaf? Absorption of a

food

Absorption of

water

Preparation of

food

Supporting the

flower

C

115 47 K The structure of a leaf which is used to exchange

gases is_________.

guard cell epidermal layer stomata palisade cell C

116 47 K What is the function of the lower and upper

surfaces of a leaf epidermis?

Exchanging gas Protecting Transporting

water and minerals

Transporting food B

117 47 K Which of the following is different from the

others?

Palisade cell Epidermal cell Root tip cell Guard cell C

118 47 K Which structure is used to protect the internal

parts of leaf from mechanical damage?

Epidermal layer Palisade cell Sponge mesophyll Guard cell A

119 47 K An internal part of a leaf where most food

production takes place is:

spongy tissue guard cell stomata mesophyll tissue D

120 47 K Which of the  following structures of a leaf is

correctly matched with its function?

stalk -

photosynthesis

vascular bundles -

gas exchange

mesophyll -

photosynthesis

epidermis -

photosynthesis

C

12
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121 47 K A plant structure that mainly performs the process

of photosynthesis is:

root stem leaf flower C

122 47 K Gas exchange in leaves takes place through the: Epidermis Chlorophyll Mesophyll Vascular bundle A

123 47 A Why does the leaf of plants appear green? It is

because

leaves contain

starch

leaves contain cell

wall

leaves contain

chlorophyll

CO2 is absorbed

by the leaf

C

124 47 A The following diagram shows the internal

structure of a leaf. Which structure controls the

closing and opening of stomata?

X Y W Z D

125 47 A What would happen if you cut off all the leaves of

green plants? They:

make food respire exchange minerals do not

photosynthesize

D

126 47 A When we examine starch in a variegated leaf as

shown in the diagram below, which part of the

leaf will change to blue black color?

The green part The white and

green part

The white part The cover part A

127 47 A Through which part of the leaf does gaseous

exchange take place?

Epidermis Mesophyll Vascular bundle Stomata D

128 47 A Why are the palisade cells considered as the main

photosynthetic  sites of the leaf?

The palisade cells

have numerous

chloroplasts and

also they get

sufficient light

energy

The palisade cells

have fewer

chloroplasts but

they get more

sunlight

The palisade cells

are provided with

little air spaces

The palisade cells

are found in the

upper epidermis

A
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129 47 A The diagram below shows the external structures

of a leaf. Which letters correctly represent leaf

stalk, leaf apex, midrib and leaf margin

respectively?

W, X, Y, Z Z, W, X, Y W, Z, Y, X Y, X, Z, W C

130 47 A The following is a diagram of a leaf. What is the

function of "Y"? It：

absorbs minerals carries out

photosynthesis

produce gametes transports

materials

D

131 47 A What is the main function of the leaf? It： supports flower provides

attachment

makes food transports water C

132 47 A The most important function of leaves is: carrying out

photosynthesis

transporting food

from roots to the

other parts

absorbing  water

vapor from air

supporting  under

ground parts

A

133 47 A Why do you think some of the leaves of plants are

by nature sponge like? Because they are the place

where:

water is bsorbed gas exchange takes

place

pressure is exerted photosynthesis

takes place

A

134 47 A If a certain plant is grown in a garden and all leaf

of this plant are cut continuously as they appear

leaving only  the stem and root, what will happen

to this plant?

Xylem transports

water

continuously

Phloem transports

water

continuously

Phloem tissue

losses energy

gradually

Xylem tube losses

energy

C

135 47 A If a plant has green leaves, green stem and green

upper root part, which pat will be responsible for

photosynthesis?

Only leaf part All root part All green part of

plant

Stem and leaf only C

136 48 K Openings in the leaf epidermis which are used for

gaseous exchange are

guard cells veins stomata cuticle C
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137 48 A When we compare the number of stomata found in

the upper and lower surfaces of leaves, there are

more stomata in the lower surface. The reason is

to：

reduce the amount

of CO2 entering

the cell

reduce the amount

of H2O

evaporating to the

air

increase the

amount of O2

going out to the

atmosphere

increase the

amount of CO2

going out from the

leaves

B

138 48 A Following is a procedure to observe stomata under

the microscope.

1. After drying peel off the part very carefully.

2. Paint the underside of a leaf with nail varnish.

3. Observe the part directly under a microscope.

4. Leave the paint part of a leaf to dry.

 Based on the informatation given, the correct

order to observe the stomata on the underside of a

leaf is _____________.

2→4→1→3 1→2→3→4 3→4→2→1 2→1→3→4 A

139 48 A Almaz cuts a very thin and small section of the

leaf and observed under the microscope. She

observed a hole surrounded by bean like structures

on either of the hole. The structures she observed

are:

cuticle and guard

cells

stomata and

cuticle

stomata and guard

cells

veins and midribs C

140 49 K Which of the following is a dicot plant? Wheat Maize Bean Barley C

141 49 K Which one of the following is the characteristic of

monocotyledons?

Have net venation

in leaves

Vascular cambium

usually absent

Their primary root

persist at tap root

Have two seeds

leaves

B

142 49 K Dicots are flowering plants which have? one cotyledon fibrous root

system

parallel leaf

venation

two cotyledons D

143 49 K Both monocots and dicots have: similar leaf

venation

flowers as

reproductive organ

the same vascular

bundle

arrangement

floral parts

arranged in threes

B

144 49 A Suppose your teacher asks you to classify the

following plants. Tid, eucalyptus, rose and fern.

Which of these plants do you classify as flowering

plants?

Tid and rose rose and

eucalyptus

Eucalyptus and

fern

fern and tid B
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145 49 A Which of the  following pairs of seeds are dicots? Rice and pea Bean and barley Maize and rice Bean and pea D

146 50 K How are vascular components arranged in the

stem of monocotyledons? They are:

parallel to each

other

netly arranged distributed

throughout

arranged in circles C

147 50 K Which of the following is NOT true about the

similarities between monocot and dicots? Both

have:

flowers as their

reproductive

structure

vegetative body

parts

parallel leaf

venation

seeds and fruits C

148 50 K Which of the following comparisons is correct

about monocots and dicots?

A B C D C

149 50 K Monocotyledon plants have: net venation two cotyledons vascular

components

arranged in circle

distributed

vascular

components

D

150 50 K Which one of  the following is true about dicots?

They have:

Parallel venation vascular tissues

arranged in circle

one seed leaf less species

compared to

monocots

B

151 50 K Which one of the following characteristics

represents monocotyledons? It has:

parallel venation net venation flower parts in

four or fives

two cotyledons A

152 50 K Which of the following characteristics

distinguishes monocots from dicots?

Size and shape of

leaf

size and shape of

flowers

number of seed

produced

venation of leaf D

153 50 K Which of the following is true about monocots?

They have:

parallel venation two cotyledons flower parts in

four or fives

arrangements

vascular arranged

in circle

A
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154 50 K Which one of the following is a characteristic of

monocot plants?

Net venation Parallel venation Arrangement of

vascular bundles

in circle

Flower parts in

four or fives

B

155 50 K Which one of the following characteristics is

absent in dicotyledons?

Parallel venation Two cotyledon flower parts

multiple of 4 or 5

Vascular

components

arranged in circle

A

156 50 K Which one of the following seeds is an example of

dicotyledon?

Barley Bean Corn Rice B

157 50 K Which one of the following is a common character

for both dicots and monocots?

Parallel venation One cotyledon Flower parts

multiple of three

Having flowers for

reproduction

D

158 50 K Which of the following plants develop from buds

on underground stem?

potato coffee onion sweet potato A

159 50 K Which of the following is a characteristic of

monocots?

Vascular bundles

are arranged in

rings

Leaves are parallel

in venation

Floral parts of a

flower are in

multiple 4 or 5

Number of seed

cotyledons is two

B

160 50 K What is the difference between monocots and

dicots?

Leaf venation in

monocots is net

whereas parallel in

dicots

Leaf venation in

monocots is

parallel whereas

net venation in

dicots

Monocots have

two cotyledons

whereas dicots

have one

cotyledon

Vascular bundles

in monocots are

arranged in circle

whereas triangular

in dicots

B

161 50 A Suppose you are given a bean seed and a corn

seed to classify them based on their number of

cotyledons. How do you classify them?

Corn seed is dicot Bean seed is

monocot

Been seed is dicot Both corn and

bean are dicots

C

162 50 A By what mechanism do you differentiate monocot

from dicot?

Monocot has net

venation

Monocot flowers

parts are in four or

five

Monocot has

parallel venation

Monocot has two

cotyledons

C

163 50 A What is the similarity between maize and bean

plants?

Presence of flower Parallel venation

of leaves

Net venation of

leaves

Two cotyledon in

a seed

A
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164 50 A Which one of the following is TRUE about

dicotyledons?

Their number of

seed cotyledon is

one

Flower parts are in

four or five

Their leaf venation

is parallel

Vascular

component is

scattered

B

165 50 A Which one of the following diagrams of leaves is a

monocot leaf?

B

166 50 A Monocots have: two cotyledons net venation parallel venation flower parts in 4

or 5

C

167 50 A  A plant has true stem, leaf, root and one seed leaf.

Which of the following group does the plant

belong to?

Mosses Ferns Grass Dicot C

168 50 A How can we differentiate monocots from dicots?

Monocots have

vascular bundles

arranged in circles

Pallalel leaf

venation

floral parts

arranged in four or

fives

two food storage

structures

D

169 50 A How does a bean plant differ from a corn plant? A

corn plant:

has leaves with

parallel venation

has flower parts in

four of fives

has two

cotyledons

has vascular

bundles that are

arranged in circle

A

170 51 K Which of the following are examples of dicots? Beans, peas,

sunflower, venus

fly trap,

corn, peas, grasses

and barley

palms, rice, wheat,

and corn

Grasses peas,

sunflower and

barley

A

171 51 K Which of the following is a monocot plant? Sunflower Pea Wheat Bean C

172 51 A Lema has collected beans, pea, maize, wheat and

sunflower seeds. Among these which ones are

dicotyledons?

Beans, maize,

wheat

Beans, peas,

sunflower

Beans, peas,

barley

Beans, peas, rice B

173 52 K Which of the following is not a vegetative part of

flowering plants?

Leaf Root Flower Stem C
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174 52 K Which underground stem is correctly paired with

its example?

Bulbs-crocus Corms-strawberry Rhizomes-ginger Suckers-onion C

175 52 K All the following structures are involved in

vegetative reproduction except:

leaf flower stem root B

176 52 K Which one of the following is correct about

vegetative reproduction in flowering plants? In

vegetative reproduction:

two organisms are

involved

the offsprings

produced are

identical

this is a slow

mode of

reproduction

it produces few

products within a

long period

B

177 52 K Which of the following is a characteristic of

vegetative propagation in flowering plants?

Fusion of gametes

takes place

Two parents are

involved

Pollination takes

place

Genetically

identical offspring

is produced

D

178 52 K In which of the following plants is seed covered

with ovary or fruit?

Angiosperm Dicot Gymnosperm Monocot A

179 52 K Which of the following statements is correct about

vegetative reproduction in flowering plants?

Sperm and egg are

needed for the

reproduction

Two organisms

are involved in the

reproduction

It is relatively

rapid mode of

multiplication

Offspring

produced are

genetically

different

C

180 52 K Which of the following is correct about the

disadvantage of vegetative reproduction

processes?

Offspring are

genetically

identical

Offspring cannot

withstand

unfavorable

condition

Offspring have

change in their

vegetative

propagation

Offspring can

easily affected by

the disease

D

181 52 K Which one of the following is an example of

natural propagation in plants?

Bulb Grafting Layering Stem cutting A

182 52 K Which one of the following is NOT artificial

propagation?

Grafting Layering Stem cutting Sucker D

183 52 K Which one of the following is CORRECT about

vegetative propagation?

There is fusion of

gametes

It is a slow mode

of multiplication

Offspring are

genetically

identical

Two organisms

are involved in

reproduction

C
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184 52 A A student took "plant 1" which produces large and

sweet fruits and grafted it another "plant 2" with

small and sour fruits. What will be the results?

Plants 1 and 2 will

be  the same

The fruits of the

grafted plant is

larger than plant 2

The grafted plant

will have the

characteristics of

both plant 1 & 2

He can get 2

different types of

fruits

C

185 52 A A farmer grows gesho widely by bending down its

lower branch into the soil. What method of

propagation does he use?

Grafting Leaf cutting Layering Stem cutting C

186 52 A A farmer had an orange tree which produces large

and sweet fruits during rainy season and a lemon

tree which is productive the whole year. If he

wants to have an orange tree the whole year, what

should he do?

Layer the lemon

with the orange

Graft the orange

with the lemon

Graft the orange

with another

orange

Cut the stem of the

orange and plant

B

187 52 A A natural vegetative propagation of a flowering

plant that has horizontal underground stem with

food reserve is：

bulbs rhizomes runners suckers B

188 52 A The following diagram shows grafting of plants.

Which one is correct about labels 1, 2, 3 and 4?

1 represents the

scion

2 represents the

graft

3 represents the

stock

4 represents the

graft

C

189 52 A A student planted two stem cuttings of a rose

plant. He applied auxin solution to one of the

cuttings. What will happen to the two planted

stem cuttings after a certain period of time?

The one with out

auxin grows

rapidly

The one with

auxin grows roots

rapidly

Both of them grow

roots rapidly

The one with

auxin takes very

long time to grow

roots

B

190 52 A A farmer cut a stem of a lemon tree and grafted it

on a stem of an orange tree. Which one is scion

and stock?

Lemon is stock

while the orange is

a scion

Lemon is scion

while the orange is

stock

Both stems are

stock

Both stems are

scion

B

191 53 K Which one of the following examples of

vegetative propagation is correct?

Roes, grapes and

sugar canes

propagated by

grafting

"Gesho" can be

propagated by

layering

Orange, lemon,

apple and mango

propagated by

stem cutting

Bulbs and

rhizomes are

propagated by

leaves

B
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192 53 K Which of the following vegetative propagation

methods of flowering plants is correctly matched

with its examples?

Bulbs-crocus Runners-serdo Rhizomes-garlic Suckers-ginger B

193 53 K Which of the following plants is flowering? Moss Fern Rose Conifer C

194 53 K Which of the following plants reproduces

vegetatively?

Onion Wheat Bean Barley A

195 53 K The following diagram shows artificial

propagation in gesho plant. What do we call this

type of artificial propagation?

Grafting Layering Cutting stem Cutting root B

196 54 K Ovary is to carpel as anther is to _____________. filament pollen grain stamen stigma C

197 54 K Which one of the following flower parts includes

others?

Anther Filament Pollen grain Stamen D

198 54 K What is the name of the structure represented by

letter "X" in the diagram of the flower below?

Filament Petal Sepal Stigma C

199 54 K Which one of the following  contains the correct

list of structures of flower from outside to inside?

Sepal, Petal,

Filament, Pistil

Petal, Sepal,

Filament, Pistil

Sepal, Petal, Pistil,

Filament

Petal, Sepal,

Filament, Pistil

A

200 54 K Which of the following statements is correct about

flowers? All

complete flowers

are perfect but not

all perfect flowers

are complete

 complete flowers

are perfect and all

perfect flowers are

complete

 perfect flowers

are complete, but

not all complete

flowers are perfect

imperfect flowers

are complete

A

201 54 A Which of the following is the correct arrangement

of floral parts from inner to the out side of a

flower?

Carpel → Stamen

→ Petal → Sepal

Stamen→ Petal →

Sepal→ Carpel

Petal → Sepal →

Carpel　→ Stamen

Sepal→ Petal→

Stamen→ Carpel

A
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202 54 A What type of flower does the diagram below

show?

Perfect flower Imperfect flower Incomplete flower Monocots flower A

203 54 A In the diagram, which of the following correctly

represent Anther, Stigma and Petal respectively?

4,8,1 4,6,5 4,6,2 4,7,3 B

204 54 A The diagram below shows the  structures of a

flower. Which part of the flower represents stigma

and anther respectively?

A and B B and C B and D C and D B

205 55 K In which part of a female flower does the pollen

tube deliver the pollen grains to the ovule?

Embryo sac Microphyle Polar nuclei Stigma B

206 55 K Which of the following structures and functions of

a flower is correctly matched?

Petal-attracts

insects

Stamen-contains

ovules

Sepal-contains

pollen grains

Style-supports

anther

A

207 55 K Green leaf like structures around the outside of the

flower that protects it during the bud stage

is_________

anther petal Sepal style C

208 55 K What is the function of petals? To attract

pollinators by

sight

To attract

pollinators by

smell

To protect flower

until it opens

To protect from

wind pollinated

A
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209 55 K Following is diagram of a flower.

Which structure produces the male reproductive

cell?

1 2 3 4 B

210 55 K Which one of the following structures of a flower

contains  pollen?

Stigma Style Anther Filament C

211 55 K Which of the following parts of a flower often

attracts insects?

Sepal Petal Carpel Receptacle B

212 55 K What is the function of style in a flower? It supports the

anther

attracts insects contains pollen

grains

supports the

stigma

D

213 55 K Which part of a flower receives the pollen grain? pedicel receptacle stigma ovary C

214 55 K A part of plant that is used for pollination in

angiosperms is:-

flower stem leaf root A

215 55 A Which part of a flower is the most colorful and

has good scent?

carpel petal sepal stamen D

216 55 K Which of the following structures of flowering

plant is responsible to absorb water and minerals?

Flower Leaf Root Stem C

217 55 K What is the function of petals in  the reproduction

of flowering plants? It is used to:

Produce male

gametes

Produce female

gametes

Attract pollinator Attract pollen

grains

C

218 55 K Egg is to ovule as anther is to _________. stamen filament pollen grain carpel C

219 55 A If we cut anther and stigma from a flower, which

one of the following natural processes will be

interrupted?

Evaporation Photosynthesis Reproduction Transpiration C
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220 55 A The table below shows parts of a flower and their

functions. Which floral part is correctly paired

with its function?

I II III IV B

221 55 A In the diagram below, which number indicates the

part of a flower that develops into a fruit?

1 2 3 4 C

222 55 A What is the  function of the flower? It is

concerned with-

 food storage reproduction food production food

transportation

B

223 56 A A student observed tiny powder like structures on

the anther of a flower. The structures he observed

is:

Anther ovule pollen grain style C

224 57 K The transfer of pollen grains from the anther to the

stigma is _________.

fertilization pollination propagation reproduction B

225 57 K Which one of the following is NOT correct about

pollination?

Pollen becomes

attached to the

stigma of another

leaf

pollen digest

pollen tubes down

through the style

Pollen grains enter

the ovary

The ovary

develops into a

fruit

A

226 57 K Pollination is important to: produce food in

the leaves of the

plant

transfer pollen

grains from the

male part of a

flower to female

part

transfer sperms

from the male  part

of a flower to the

female part

protect the flower

while it is still in

bud

B

227 57 K The main importance of cross pollination is

______.

decreasing the

number of plant

species

givingus new

character of plant

providing food

source of insect

making plant

increase the size of

cell

B
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228 57 K What is the importance of pollination in

reproduction of flowering plants? It:

ransfers pollen

grains from anther

to stigma

transfers pollen

nucleus to the

ovule

facilitates the

asexual

reproduction of

plants

has no importance

in the

reproduction of

plants

A

229 57 K Wind pollinated flowers are characterized by ____ colorful petals beautiful scent abundant nectar large number of

pollen grains

D

230 57 K What are the mechanisms by which pollen grains

are transferred and seed are dispersed? It is by

means of:

Animal hair only Insect only Wind and water Animal, insect,

wind and water

D

231 57 A A student was given different kinds of flowers to

classify them based on their pollinating agents.

She selected a flower with bright color, nectar,

and attractive smell. The pollinating agents of this

flower are:

wind and animals insects and birds water and wind cows and wind B

232 57 A Why is the smell of rose flower  attractive while

the maize flower has no smell at all?

Roses serve as

nice gifts for

lovers so they

smell good

Maize is food for

humans so its

flower does not

need to smell

Smell of roses

invite insects for

its reproduction

Lack of smell in

maize prevents it

from being eaten

by insects

C

233 57 A We classify flowers as wind pollinated or animal

pollinated by looking at the:-

nature of pollen

grains

presence of sepals structure of a seed number of

cotyledons

A

234 57 A If a  flower  has good scent and colorful petals,

what can you say about its pollination?

The possible

pollinating agent

is insect

The possible

pollinating agent

is wind

The flower is self

pollinating

The flower cannot

pollinate

A

235 57 A When pollen grains from anther of a flower is

brought to the stigma of another flower by insects

or wind, it is called:

self pollination cross pollination self fertilization cross fertilization B

236 57 A Wind pollination is common in___________. roses grasses hibiscus lilies B
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237 57 A Almaz examined a flower and found out that it has

bright red petals that smell good. It also has sticky

stigma and nectars. Almaz should categorize this

flower as _________.

wind pollinated self-pollinated animal pollinated cross-pollinated C

238 57 A How do cross pollination occurred? It is occurred

by ______flowers.

unisexual bisexual unisexual and

bisexual

absent A

239 58 K Which of the following statements is true about

the process of fertilization in flowering plants?

The pollen grain

which enters the

ovule has three

sperm cells

One sperm cell

fertilizes the egg

After fertilization

the ovule develops

into fruit

After fertilization

the ovary develops

into seed

B

240 58 K Fertilization is: transfer of

pollination from

anther to stigma

the union of male

and female

gametes

the ripening of

pollen grain

change of ovary to

fruit

B

241 58 K In flowering plants, embryo sac is found

in____________.

endosperm embryo ovule seed D

242 59 K Which part of a flower develops into fruit? Stamen Calyx Corolla Ovary D

243 59 K Which of the following structures of a flower

develops into fruit after fertilization?

Ovary Ovule Stigma Style A

244 59 K After fertilization, which part of the flower

develops into seed?

Embryo sac Ovary Ovule Pollen tube C

245 59 K What happens after fertilization takes place in a

flower?

The ovary

develops into a

seed

The ovule

develops into a

fruit

The ovary

develops into an

endosperm

The ovule

develops into a

seed

D

246 59 K Ovules mature into ______A_____whereas

ovaries mature into _______B______. What do

A and B represent respectively?

Seeds and Fruits Cotyledon and

Mycropyle

Micropyle and

Cotyledon

Fruits and Seeds A
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247 59 A After fertilization, which of the following

structures is changed into a seed?

Petal Ovary Ovule Sepal C

248 59 A The question below is based on the following

statements

1: Ovary develops into fruit and ovules develop

into seeds

2: Radicle develops into root and plumule

develops into shoot

3: Anther develops into pollen grains and stigma

develops into ovules

Which  statements are true?

Statement 1 Statement 1 and 2 Statement 2 and 3 Statement 1 and 3 B

249 60 K The diagram shows the structure of dicot seed.

Which number  indicates  the embryo?

1 2 3 4 D

250 60 K In the diagram of  the seed below, what does  letter

"A" represent?

seed coat embryo endosperm cotyledon B

251 60 K In the diagram of the seed below, what structures

do  numbers I, II, and III represent respectively?

Radicle, cotyledon

embryo

seed coat,

cotyledon, embryo

cotyledon, seed

coat, embryo

Embryo, seed

coat, cotyledon

B

252 60 K Which one of the following is an example of a

dicot plant?

Barley Bean Maize Wheat B

253 60 A When a student pressed a soaked bean seed water

came out. Through which part did water come

out?

Seed coat Testa Micropyle Cotyledon C
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254 60 A The following diagram is a soaked bean.Which

partof the been will be a shoot?

1 2 3 4 A

255 61 K Which of the following statements is correct about

the structures and functions of a seed?

The radice is the

future shoot

The plumule the

future shoot

The plumule is the

future root

The endosperm is

the future root

B

256 61 K Which parts of the flower develop into fruit and

seed respectively?

cotyledon, testa ovary, ovule ovule, ovary embryo, ovary B

257 61 K The  process by which the  embryo or  within the

seed grows and comes forth from seed is known

as:

Pollination Fertilization Germination Seed dormancy C
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1 62 K Which animals feed their babies with milk? Amphibian Mammal Insect Reptile B

2 62 K Which body structure is common to fish and

whale for movement?

Fins Limbs Legs Wings A

3 62 K Which of the following is the largest animal that

lives in water habitat?

Elephant Fish Snail Whale D

4 62 K Which of the following is true about invertebrate

animals?

They have back

bone

They have small

number of species

They have large

size

They lack

backbone

D

5 62 K What are invertebrates? They are animals: with backbones without back

bones

with spinal cord without legs B

6 62 K Amphibians are animals that live on land and in

water

on land and in air in water on trees A

7 62 K Which of the following is the largest known

animal?

Elephant Camel Whale Shark C

8 62 K Which of the following animals are correctly

matched with their place of distribution?

Monkey, apes -

aerial

Whale, fish -

arboreal

Cattle, lions -

aquatic

Birds, bat - aerial D

9 62 K Terresstrial animals: live on land live in water live in air fins to swim in

water

A

10 62 K Which of the following animal live both on land

and in water body?

Amphibians Fishes Mammals Reptiles A

11 62 K Which of the following animals is arboreal? Bat Lion Monkey Whale C

12 62 K Which of the following animals live both in water

and on land?

Amphibians Fishes Mammals Reptiles A
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13 62 K Which of the following animals is  arboreal? Sheep Monkey Frog Snake B

14 62 K Which feature differentiates aerial animals from

other animals?

possessing limbs

to walk

having fins to

swim

possessing limbs

to fly

having limbs to

climb

C

15 62 K Which animal lives on the branches of trees? Ape Whale Bird Cattle A

16 62 K Which of the following are invertebrate animals? Birds Humans Snails Snakes C

17 62 K Which of the following animals is arboreal? Cattle Monkey Bird Whale B

18 62 K What is common to birds and butterfly?

They:

use their wings to

fly

are vertebrates have complete

metamorphosis

live in the same

habitat

A

19 62 K Which animal uses limbs to run on the land? Goats Whales Frogs Snakes A

20 62 K Which of the following are animals? bacteria worms paramecia ferns B

21 62 K Which of the following are vertebrate animals? insect worm bird snail C

22 62 K 98% of the animal species are: worms vertebrates insects invertebrates D

23 62 K The similarity between amphibian and aquatic

animals is:

both can live

under water

both have

vertebrates

both can live on

land

both are

invertebrates

A

24 62 K Which of the following animals and their habitat

are  matched?

Aquatic-air Aerial-land Arboreal- tree Terrestrial- water C
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25 62 A How do fishes and whales move from one place to

another? They move by:

Crawling Climbing Swimming Walking C

26 62 A What is the difference between monkey and fish? Monkey is Arial

and fish is

terrestrial

Monkey is

arboreal and fish

is aquatic

Fish walks with

fin and monkey

swims with limbs

Fish is

invertebrate but

monkey is

vertebrate

B

27 62 A Which of the following correctly matches an

animal with its living place?

Arial animals →

Live on branch of

tree

Aerboreal → Live

in water

Aquatic animals

→ Live in air

Terestrial animals

→ Live on land

D

28 62 A Among the following group of animals, which of

them live in the wild?

1. Lion        2. Zebra             3. Donkey   4. Giraffe

5. Monkey   6. Dog

1, 2, 3 and 4 1, 2, 4 and 5 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 B

29 64 K Why are  insects the most diverse group of

animals? The main reason is that they:

live in the same

habitat

can adapt to

different

condition

reproduce slowly fly from place to

place

B

30 64 K Why are insects the most diverse group of

animals?

Because they are able to:

adapt to changing

conditions

adapt to the same

physical

conditions

live in particular

habitat

reproduce very

slowly

A

31 64 K Removal of the outer body cover of insect is

called:

Cuticle Instar Moult Nymph C

32 64 K Which animal is an invertebrate? Birds Fish Snake Snail D

33 64 K How many pairs of legs do insects have? 1 2 3 4 C

34 64 K Which of the following animals are the most

diverse?

Insects Humans Reptiles Birds A

35 64 K What structures are found on the thorax of

insects?

antenna wing and

legs

compound eyes,

antenna and wings

digestive

respiratory and

reproductive

structures

wings and

segmented legs

D
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36 74 A The following is the external structure of insect. In

which part of the insect body do we find excretory

and reproductive structure?

head abdomen thorax wing B

37 64 A Insects are the most diverse group of animals

because of their ability to:

fight their enemies prepare their own

food

reproduce rapidly secrete toxic

substances

C

38 64 A Why insects are the most diverse group of

animals? Because  they:

are able to live in

the same habitat

are unable to adapt

different

conditions

reproduce rapidly are unable to

change condition

C

39 64 A Why are insects the most diverse animals? It is

because they:

are adaptable to

different

conditions

can feed on variety

of flowers

are able to live

with other

organisms

can reproduce

asexually

A

40 64 A In the following diagram of insects, letter X, Y, Z

and W respectively represents:

A

41 64 A Why are insects the most diverse groups of

animals? Because they:

are able to live to

live in small

habitat

are able reproduce

rapidly

 are invertebrates live alone B

42 64 A Why are insects the most diverse group of

animals? It is because of their:

ability to adapt ability to fly body size ability to running A

43 64 A Why insects are the most diverse group of

animals? The major reason is that they can:

Adapt themselves

in different

habitats

Reproduce slowly Make preferable

environment

Defeat their

enemies

A

44 64 A How can you tell if an animal is an insect?  By

checking if it has:

exo Skelton three pairs of eyes three pairs of legs

on the stomach

wings A

X Y Z W

A Fore leg Middle leg Fore w ing Abdomen

B Fore w ing Abdomen Fore leg Middle leg

C Middle leg Fore w ing Fore leg Abdomen

D Abdomen Fore leg Middle leg Fore w ing
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45 64 A Why are insects the most diverse group of animals

on the planet? This is because they are:

unable to adapt to

the different

physical condition

able to reproduce

rapidly

unable to live in

different habitat

not found in

nearly all

environment

B

46 65 K What is the name of the larval stage of butterflies? Caterpillar Instar Nymph Pupa A

47 65 K Which of the following sequences is correct about

the stages of complete metamorphosis?

Egg→Larva→

Pupa→Adult

Larva→Egg→

Pupa→Adult

Pupa→Adult→

Larva→Egg

Adult→Larva→

Pupa→Egg

A

48 65 K An egg of housefly is hatched into larva (worm

like) and this larva changes to pupa. After

sometime pupa changes to adult housefly. Why is

this so? Because:

The cuticles of the

pupa increases in

size

in the pupa

development of

organs takes place

the exoskeleton of

the pupa develops

more

the pupa molts

several times than

in larva

B

49 65 K Explain why an organism is said to have

incomplete metamorphosis?

Because its egg is hatched into:

wingless pupa winged larva wingless nymph winged adult C

50 65 A How can we differentiate stage of complete

metamorphosis from incomplete metamorphosis?

Complete metamorphosis has:

five development

stages

three development

stages

six development

stages

four

developmental

stages

D

51 66 K Which of the following is true about complete

metamorphosis of insects? It has:

three stage nymph stage Eggs hatched into

adult

Pupa stage

followed by larva

D

52 66 A Why does an insect molt several times before

growing into an adult? This is because it:

breaths better consumes more

food

grows moves freely C

53 66 A Incomplete metamorphosis differs from complete

metamorphosis in that its larval stage：

closely resembles

the adult

completely differ

from adult

involves complete

change of form

molts to pupa A

54 66 K The correct sequence of incomplete

metamorphosis is：

egg →nymph→

pupa→ adult

egg→ larva→

nymph→ adult

egg→　pupa→

adult

egg→nymph→

adult

D
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55 66 K What is the difference between complete and

incomplete metamorphosis? Incomplete

metamorphosis involves：

complete change

of form involving

four main stages

gradual

development with

four main stages

gradual

development with

three main stages

complete change

of form involving

three main stages

C

56 66 K What is the first stage in the life cycle of insects? Egg Larva Nymph Pupa A

57 66 K Which of the following is correct about complete

metamorphosis?

involves a gradual

development

involves three

stages (egg -

nymph - adult)

the nymph closely

resemble the adult

involves four

stages (egg - larva

- pupa - adult)

D

58 66 K Which one is the correct sequence of complete

metamorphosis?

Egg→Larva→

Adult→Pupa

Egg→Larva→

Pupa→Adult

Egg→Pupa→

Larva→Adult

Egg→Larva→

nymph→Adult

B

59 66 K Which one of the followings shows the correct

sequence of development in complete

metamorphosis?

Egg→Larva→

Nymph→Adult

Egg→Nymph→

Pupa→Adult

Egg→Pupa→

Larva→Adult

Egg→Larva→

Pupa→Adult

D

60 66 K Which of the following is TRUE about incomplete

metamorphosis?

It involves four

main stages

It involves a

gradual

development

The egg hatched

into larva

The eggs hatched

into winged

nymph

B

61 66 K What is the third life stage in complete

metamorphosis?

Egg Larva Pupa Adult C

62 66 K What is the second life stage in incomplete

metamorphosis?

Adult Egg Larva Nymph D

63 66 K Which one of the following stages does Not occur

in incomplete metamorphosis?

Egg Larva Nymph Adult B

64 66 K Which one shows the correct stage of complete

metamorphosis?

Pupa→Larva→

Adult Egg

Egg→Larva→

Pupa→Adult

Egg→Nymph→

Adult

Egg→Nymph→

Pupa→Adult

B

65 66 K During complete metamorphosis, the egg hatches

into:

Adult Larva Nymph Pupa B
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66 66 K Which stage in the insect life cycle is the resting

stage?

Adult Nymph Larva Pupa D

67 66 K During complete metamorphosis, larval stage is

followed by:

adult egg nymph pupa D

68 66 K If an insect goes through a change from the larva

which resembles the adult, it is:

a complete

metamorphosis

an incomplete

metamorphosis

hatching only seen in

grasshopper

B

69 66 K During complete metamorphosis, egg is followed

by larva while in incomplete metamorphosis egg is

followed by:

Adult Larva Nymph Pupa C

70 66 A Which of the following happens to pupa in the life

cycle of insects?

Organs develop Eats much food Molts outer cover Cuticle size

increases

A

71 66 A How do you distinguish butterfly larva from

pupa?

larva feeds on

leaves but pupa

feeds on grass

larva molts but

pupa transforms

into adult

larva grows slowly

but pupa grows

rapidly

larva has one

segment but pupa

has 3 segments

B

72 67 K The diagram below shows the life cycle of

butterfly. Which of the following is the larval

stage?

I II III IV B

73 67 A If the home bee queen lays fertilized egg the

resulting larva develops into:

fertile male bee queen sterile male bee worker bee D

74 67 K Which of the following insects have complete

metamorphosis?

Mosquitoes Termites Locusts Grasshoppers A

75 67 K Which one of the following insects develops by

means of incomplete metamorphosis?

Grasshopper Butterflies House flies Honey bees A
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76 67 K Which one of the following insects does not show

complete metamorphosis in its life cycle?

Butterfly Honey bee House fly Locust D

77 67 K How many stages complete metamorphosis with

their order from the beginning up to the end of

cycle?

four stages egg,

larva, pupa, adult

Four stages egg,

pupa, nymph,

adult

Three stages egg,

larva, adult

Three stages egg,

pupa, adult

A

78 67 K Which of the following shows the correct order of

complete metamorphosis?

Adult, nymph,

pupa

Nymph, egg adult Adult, nymph, egg Egg, nymph, adult C

79 67 K Which of the following insects reproduce by

incomplete metamorphosis?

Locust House fly Butter fly Honeybee A

80 67 K Which of the following insects has incomplete

metamorphosis?

housefly Butterfly Honeybee Locust D

81 67 K Which of the following insects and its

metamorphosis are mismatched?

Termites -

complete

metamorphosis

Honey bee -

complete

metamorphosis

Grasshopper -

incomplete

metamorphosis

Locust -

incomplete

metamorphosis

A

82 67 K Which of the following insects undergo

incomplete metamorphosis?

fries grasshoppers butterflies moth B

83 67 A Which of the following figures correctly expresses

the life cycle of grasshopper?

C

84 68 K Which of the following is a vector of

trypanosomiasis?

Dragon fly House fly Mosquito Tsetse fly D
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85 68 K Which of the following insects is a vector for

trypanosomiasis?

Army worm Dark moth Grasshopper Tsetse fly D

86 68 K Which of the following insect carries a parasite

called trypanosome?

Dark moth Butterfly Grasshopper Tsetse fly D

87 68 K Which one of the following is NOT common

symptom of tsetse fly disease?

Intermitted fever Loss of weight Present of

shivering

Progressive

anemia

C

88 68 K Which of the following disease is NOT

transmitted to both human and animal by tsetse

fly?

Anaemia Nagana Trypanosome sleeping sickness A

89 68 K Which one of the following is a pest that affects

domestic animals?

Dragonfly Liver fluke Mosquito Tsetse fly D

90 68 K Tsetse flies are harmful to human because: they destroy plants

and crops

they dry edges of

lakes and river

banks

they carry diseases

to humans and

animals

they attack maize

rather than

humans

C

91 68 K Why are tsetse flies economically harmful?

They are harmful because they transmit

trypanosome parasite to:

Cattle Humans Donkeys Sheep B

92 68 A A sick cow shows disease symptoms  like

intermittent fever, progressive anemia and loss of

weight. What do you conclude about the vector of

the disease?

Army worm  Butterfly Dark moth Tsetse fly D

93 68 A One of the following economically harmful insects

transmits disease to both cattle and humans?

Dark moth Maize stock borer

moth

Tsetse fly Locust C

94 69 K What is the method used to control tsetse flies? Collect larva by

hand

Letting chickens

feed on larva

Using cut

branches from

trees to brush the

caterpillar off the

plants

Spraying areas

known to shelter

the tsetse flies

with insecticide

D
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95 69 A To control the transmission of trypanosomiasis,

biologists release large number of sterile male

tsetse flies into the area. This is because they:

fight with females

thereby reducing

the population

fight with fertile

males thereby

reducing the

population

mate with female

but no offspring

hence population

falls

release toxic

substances to

destroy the

population

C

96 69 K How can releasing a large number of sterile male

tsetse flies into area help to control tsetse flies?

Steriled males:

will kill the other

tsetse flies

mate with females

but no offspring

are produced

mate with females

and harmless

offspring are

produced

can destroy bushes

and undergrowth

along streams

B

97 69 K Which of the following is NOT correct about the

methods of controlling tsetse flies?

Trapping tsetse

flies by traps

Removing bushes

and undergrowth

along streams

Spraying livestock

with insect

repellent

Treating the cattle

and people

infected by the

disease

B

98 69 K Which one of the following methods can be

mainly used to control tsetse fly?

Spraying livestock

with insect

repellent

Letting chickens

feed on larvae

Collecting larvae

by hand

dragging thorn

bushes with sticks

and branches

A

99 69 K To control tsetse flies, you need to: grow bushes along

streams

spray insect

repellent on

animals

drive herd of cattle

in affected areas

grow plants along

river bank

B

100 69 K How can we control tsetse fly? We can control it

mainly by:

spraying livestock

with insect

repellent

collecting larva by

hand

letting chickens

feed on larva

driving herds of

cattle across

infected area

A

101 70 K Which of the following natural adaptation of

caterpillars enables them to destroy crops? They

have:

large powerful

jaws for cutting

and chewing

leaves

strong sucking

mouthparts

large abdomen to

consume more

leaves

special chemicals

secreted over

leaves

A

102 70 K The food of adult butterflies and moths is leaves of plants stems of plants fruits of plants nectar D

103 70 K Which stage of the life cycle of dark moth is

named as armyworm?

Adult Egg Larva Pupa C

10
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104 70 K Army worms attack the following crops except

one. Which is the one?

barley coffee maize rice B

105 70 K Army worms damage crops because they: do not help crop

pollination

eat crops in large

number

are good chicken

food

destroy roots of

plants

B

106 70 K Maize stalk borer moth destroys maize by: eating on the

leaves of maize

plant

uprooting the

maize plant

by feeding on the

seeds

laying eggs in the

root

A

107 70 A How do the larval stages of moths and butterflies

cause damage to agricultural crops? They cause

much damage by:

by moving in mass

and consuming

secreting large

chemicals over the

crop plants

feeding on nectar

of crops

interrupting cross

pollination

A

108 71 K What is the disadvantage of spraying pesticides

from the air to control armyworm?

It will take more

time

Caterpillars cannot

be killed

Useful insects will

be destroyed

The yield will

decrease

C

109 71 A An insect-pollinated crop field was infested by

armyworm. Fortunately the farmer succeeded to

control the damage by spraying insecticide on the

crop. However, the crop failed to give more

products. What do you think is the most possible

reason? It is because:

the army worm

might have eaten

the seed

insects which

pollinate the crop

might have been

killed by the

insecticide

the insecticide

might have

destroyed the crop

the farmer might

have used the

wrong insecticide

B

110 71 K Why is the mouth of adult butterflies and moths

different from that of caterpillars? It is because

adults feed on:

fruits nectar pollen roots B

111 71 K One of the following harmful insects can be

controlled by letting chicken feed on its larvae.

Tsetse flies honey bee Grasshoppers Ageda Korkur

(Maize stalk

borer)

B

112 71 K Which of the following insects move in mass and

consumes crops on their ways?

Army worms Grasshoppers Maize stalk borer Tsetse fly A

113 71 A Assume that you have a large area of crop infested

by armyworm, which of the following methods of

prevention is preferred to protect the damage?

Using moth trap Using cut branch

to brush capillaries

Collecting larvae

by hand

Using pesticides D

11
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114 71 A How can driving  cattle, herd sheep and/or goats

back and forth across affected areas help to

control armyworms?

The army worms

are eaten by them

The army worms

fall down from the

leaves when the

animals pass by

and shake the trees

The animals may

produce chemicals

which kill the

army worms

The army worms

attach themselves

to the body of the

animals

B

115 72 A Which of the following is true about maize stalk

borer?

The adult bores a

hole in the stem

and lays its eggs

The larva bores a

hole in the stem

and changes to

pupa

The eggs are

changed to larva

in the hole

The pupa bores a

hole in the stem

and develop into

adult

B

116 74 K Which one of the following is NOT a common

characteristic of social insects?

Elaborative nest Parental care Live in pairs Protective device C

117 74 K Which of the following characteristics is NOT

common for social insects?

Elaborate nest Make honey Live in colonies Communicate B

118 74 K Which of the following is INCORRECT about

social insects?

They do not have

protective devices

They live together

in colonies

They possess

division of work

They possess

parental care

A

119 74 K Which of the f following characteristics is

common for all social insects?

Division of labor

(work)

Communicate by

dance

fed young by milk Same protective

devices

A

120 74 K How do honeybees communicate with one another

to indicate the source of food?

Oral

communication

Chemical

communication

Movement

communication

Auditory

communication

C

121 74 K All of the following insects are social insects

except:

honey bee house fly termite ant B

122 74 K Which of the following insects can make nest

from clay soil?

House fly Termite Mosquito Locust B

123 74 K Which one is NOT correct about the

characteristics of social insects?

communication Protection No parental care Work division C
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124 74 K Which one is a characteristic of social insects?

They:

communicate with

one another

live in

collaboration with

insects of other

species

perform the same

kind of work

are all harmful

insects

A

125 74 K What makes bees and termites similar? They both: produce wax build a mound have soldier

nymph

live in colonies D

126 74 K How do honeybees communicate with each other? Through dance Through rubbing

with each other

Through

chemicals  they

produce

With the help of

queen bee

A

127 74 K Why are bees considered to be social insects?

It is because bees:

are useful insects make honey have division of

labor

have complete

metamorphosis

C

128 74 K A social insect is the one that: is very useful to

human society

lives in

togetherness with

its kind

is used by humans

in social events

nests individually

without interaction

B

129 74 A Ato Abebe observed several ant colonies. In all of

them, he observed at least 2 types of ants (Type 1

and 2). What is the reason for him to find both

types in every colony?

Type 1 ants are

females and type 2

ants are males

Type 1 and 2 are

developed

differently

depending on their

roles

Type 2 ants are

parents of type 1

ants

Type 1 ants will

metamorphose

into type 2 ants

B

130 74 A What makes social insects different from the other

insects? Social insects are different because they:

do same type of

work

go together in

swarms

have division of

labour

one replaces the

other to perform

different jobs

C

131 74 A Why mating between the drone and the queen bee

is followed by death of the drone? It is because the

drone:

feeds on royal

jelly

develops from

unfertilized egg

expelled from the

hive

has barbed sex

organ

D

132 75 K Which of the following insects is a social insect? Ants Butterfly Grasshopper Locust A
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133 75 K Which one is NOT a social insect? Termites House fly Honey bee Ant B

134 75 K One of the following is NOT a common

characteristic in all social insects?

Communication Elaborate nests Division of work Unproductive

device

D

135 75 K Which of the following insects are social insects Grasshoppers Moths Termites Locusts C

136 75 K Which of the following insects are social insects? bees flies butterflies grasshoppers A

137 76 K Which of the following casts of honeybees and

their roles are mismatched?

A queen →　Lay

eggs

A drone → Mate

with the queen

A woker →

Produce honey

and wax

A drone → Guard

the hive

D

138 76 K Which of the following statements is true about

the role of drone bees? They

are fertile male

bees that mate

with the queen

are sterile female

bees responsible

for producing

honey

have barbed

stingers to defend

the hive from

enemies

are busy in the

hive in the autumn

A

139 76 K Which of the following is the role of the queen in

honeybee colony?

Preparing food for

the others

Wax making Feeding younger

larvae

Laying eggs D

140 76 K How many days does it take for queen bees from

egg to emergence?

10 14 16 20 C

141 76 K Which of the following is Not correct about the

role of worker bee?

Clean the cells Entrance guards Mating with the

queen

making wax C

142 76 K Which of the following statements is correct about

queen bee? It:

mates with the

worker bee

lays one egg per

day

will remain fertile

all the time

can live only for

six months

C

143 76 K Which one is TRUE about worker bees in social

insect? They are

result of

unfertilized egg

become drones feed larvae in hive can live 3-5 years C

14
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144 76 K The following question is based on the table

below. Which of the following is correct about the

activity of worker bee?

I, V, IV II, III, V I, II, III, IV, V, VI C

145 76 K Which of the following is true about worker bees?

They are:

sterile males fertile males sterile females fertile females C

146 76 K What will happen to an unfertilized egg laid by

the queen bee? It will develop into:

female bee male bee queen bee worker bee B

147 76 K What is the role of drone bees in honeybee

colony? They:

guard the hive mate with the

queen

feed the larvae produce honey B

148 76 K What does worker honeybee do at the age of 12-

18 days?

clean cells feed larva make wax collect honey C

149 76 K Which of the following is true about the casts of

bee?

Drones are fertile

females

the queen is an

infertile female

worker bees are

fertile females

the queen is fertile

female

D

150 76 K How is the queen bee different from the drone

bee?

there are only 300-

3000 queen in a

hive

the drones are

female

the queen bees are

female

queen live for 4-9

months only

C

151 76 K One of the following activities is not performed by

worker bees.

feeding older

larvae

wax making and

cell building

cleaning cells and

incubation

laying eggs in wax

cells

D

152 76 K One of the following products of bees can turn an

ordinary bee into a queen:

Propolis Bees wax Pollen Royal jelly D

153 76 A Royal jelly is a substance produced by a

pharyngeal gland that is used for feeding the

young brood- For what reason this young brood

feed royal jelly? This is to ensure the larvae of the

bees to develop into:

Worker bees Drones Queens Male bees C
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154 76 A Which one of the following steps is correct in the

process of encouraging the development of  queen

bee?

worker→

unfertilized egg→

larva feeding royal

jelly→drone

queen→fertilized

egg→larva feeding

royal jelly→woker

worker→fertilized

egg→larva not

feeding royal jelly

→drone

queen→fertilized

egg→larva feeding

royal jelly→queen

D

155 76 A Both queen honeybee and worker honeybee are

developed from a fertilized egg honeybee. Why

does the same type of fertilized egg develop into

worker or queen honeybee? Because:

the fertilized egg

that required to

develop into queen

feeds on royal

jelly

the egg is

deliberately

fertilized to

develop into

worker honeybee

the egg is

deliberately

fertilized to

develop into queen

honeybee.

the fertilized egg

that is required to

develop into drone

feeds on royal

jelly

A

156 77 K One of the ingredient is NOT needed in

domesticating honey bee in beehives:

beeswax bark of trees hexagonal cell of

matrix

honeybee colony C

157 77 K One is NOT correct about method of managing

beehive in domestic honeybee?

Exposing hive to

their enemies

Having knowledge

of forming beehive

Monitoring

colonies for

drones cell

selecting proper

place for hive

A

158 77 K Which of the following beehive management

activities is wrong?

Protection of a

hive from

disturbance and

enemies

Harvesting all the

honey made by

bees

Making sure the

availability of

plenty of flower

and water

Monitoring the

daily activities of

the colonies

B

159 77 K Which one of the following explains about

traditional beehive? It:

is easy to make

new colonies

yields more honey

but less wax

is helpful to

inspect for disease

yields more

beeswax but less

honey

D

160 77 K Which product of honeybee is used for furniture

polish and candle?

pollen honey royal jelly beeswax D

161 77 K Why is leaving some honey in the beehive

important when harvesting? It is because:

the queen makes

royal jelly from

honey alone

the colony needs it

for its survival

eggs are changed

to queens by using

honey

the drone is made

male by using that

honey

B
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162 77 A 1-prepare for honey harvesting

2-select proper place

3-protection of hive from disturbance

4-preparing modern beehives

Which of the following is the correct order of the

management of beehives?

1→2→3→4 2→3→1→4 3→1→4→2 4→2→3→1 D

163 77 A Why do we need to monitor bee colonies carefully

for the appearance of new queen cells? It helps to:

 kill the new queen  prepare a new

hive

care for the old

queen

harvest more

honey

B

164 77 A Why is it advisable to leave some of the honey in

the colony when harvesting?

Because it is used:

as a food for

colony

to turn on ordinary

bee into a queen

bee

a protection

method of sitting

during harvest

mechanism of the

bee keeper defense

the bee

A

165 77 A A beekeeper should manage his beehive by: giving insufficient

food to new

colonies bee

forming old

colonies bee

monitoring

colonies carelessly

selecting place that

have water and

flower

D

166 78 A Which of the following is the correct method of

honey harvesting from the hive?

have knowledge of

the bees

Use insecticide to

kill bees

The protective

clothing is

generally colorful

The protective

clothing is

generally light

colored and

smooth material

D

167 78 K Which of the following techniques of harvesting

honey is correct?

Applying perfume

on the clothes

Using smoke to

move away bees

from honey

Using chemicals

like insecticide to

kill bees

Killing some of

the bees with fire

B

168 78 K Which technique is the second line of defense

when we harvest honey?

using smoke wearing protective

clothing

preparing modern

hives

monitoring

colonies

B

169 78 A While harvesting honey, why is it advisable to

leave some honey in the hive? This is to:

make the bee

comfortable

increase the rate of

reproduction

enable colony to

survive

increase the

number of queen

in the hive

C
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170 78 A How does the use of beeswax differ from the use

of propolis?

Beeswax is to

build honey comb

while propolis

turns an ordinary

bee into queen

Beeswax is to seal

cracks and repair

hives while

propolis is used

for food

There is no

difference between

beeswax and

propolis

Beeswax is to

build honey comb

while propolis is

to seal cracks and

repair their hives

D

171 78 A Why do we use light colored clothing during

honey harvesting?

Bees cannot see

light colored

clothing

Colorful clothing

attracts bees

Colorful clothing

makes bees run

away

Light colored

clothing  attract

the bees

B

172 79 A How does modern beehive differ from traditional

one?

There is no re-

using of comb in

modern beehive

Not easy to form

new colony in

modern beehive

There is reusing of

comb in modern

beehive

More bees are

damaging during

honey harvest in

modern beehive

C

173 79 K Which of the following statements incorrect is

about modern beehive? It is

made up of mud

and clay

increases

productivity

difficulty to form a

new colony

unsafe to bees

during harvesting

B

174 79 K Which of the following is correct about traditional

and modern beehives?

C

175 79 K What is the advantage of using modern beehive

over the traditional hive? In modern hive:

 more bee wax is

produced

new colonies are

easily formed

frames are not

removable

it is difficult to

inspect for parasite

B

176 79 A Why is a modern beehive  advantageous over

traditional beehive? This is because in modern

beehive:

re-using of comb

is impossible thus

decrease the

productivity

it is not easy to

form new a colony

bees are damaged

during honey

harvest

re-use of comb can

increase the

productivity

D

177 79 A How do we compare traditional bee hive with

modern beehive? Modern beehive:

yields more bee

wax

is not possible to

reuse the comb

yields more honey is difficult to

inspect

C

178 80 K Which of the following techniques is not correct

about honey harvesting?

Knowledge of the

bees

Wearing

protective cloths

Killing the bee Smoking the bee C

less honey yield than modern beehive

18
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179 80 A The followings are steps used to construct a

modern beehive from local materials.

I Cut hard paper and prepare 2 pieces of paper for

the top cover and for the bottom cover

II Measure and cut appropriate partition board at

the middle.

III Cut the hard paper and prepare papers for front

and side cover

IV Stick all sides with a glue together. What is the

correct step to construct a modern beehive?

Which alternative is the correct step?

I,IV,II,III I,II,III,IV II,I,IV,III I,III,II,IV D

180 80 A Why is the construction of modern hives very

crucial?

Because:

it is difficult to

inspect hives

hollow log hives

are hanged in long

trees

annoying and

killing bees

harvest more yield D

181 81 K Among the three casts of bees which one is sterile

female?

drone queen worker locust C

182 81 K Which of the following statements incorrect about

model of modern beehive? It:

movable clean honey safe to bee kills the bee D

183 81 K Which of the following behaviors is not the social

insect behavior?

They are living as

colonies

They can

communicate

They have

protective devices

all have wings D

184 81 K Which one of the following is true about worker

bee?

All are:

male and fertile female and fertile female but not

fertile

male but not fertile C

185 81 K Which of the following insects is useful to

human?

Dark moth maize borer Tsetse fly Bee D
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1 83 K Which of the following is an ecological area that

is occupied by a particular species?

Community Environment Habitat Population C

2 83 K A place where biotic factors interact with abiotic

factors is:

community ecology habitat population C

3 83 K Which of the following is the best habitat for fish? Grass Log Lake Stone C

4 83 K A place where an organism lives and reproduces

in its environment is called _______.

community ecosystem habitat population C

5 83 K What is a habitat? It is an area that is

occupied by a

particular species

of organisms

everything in the

surrounfding of an

organism that

could possibly

influence it

a group of

different

populations found

in a given area

a group of living

organisms of the

same species

living together

A

6 83 K An ecological area that is occupied by a particular

species is:-

ecosytem environment habitat ecology C

7 83 K A place where living things live is: Community Habitat Population Ecosystem B

8 84 K Which of the following combinations of

organisms and their habitats is correctly matched?

Tadpole-Pond Frog- Ocean Duck - Sea Crow - River A

9 84 K Which of the following are terrestrial organisms? Algae, tortoise,

tadpole, insect

Tortoise, tadpole,

ducks

Insects, tortoise,

birds, worms

birds, algae,

tadpole, worms

C

10 84 K Aquatic habitat is an environment that is

characterized by:

living organisms

that live in water

living organisms

that live both

water and

terrestrial

non living

organisms that live

on land

living and non

living organisms

A

11 84 K What makes terrestrial ecosystem different from

aquatic ecosystem?

Terrestrial

ecosystem lacks

animals with fins

Terrestrial

ecosystem lacks

water

Aquatic

ecosystems lacks

soil

Aquatic

ecosystems lacks

air

A
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12 84 K Which of the following is a terrestrial habitat? Freshwater Lakes Land Streams C

13 84 A This question is based on the following list of

habitats.

 I: Rainforest                           IV: Ocean

VII: Bush

 II: Lake                                   V: Pond

VIII: River

III: Desert                               VI: Mountain

IX: Grass land

Which of these habitats are aquatic habitats?

I, II, III,V I, II, III, VIII II, IV, V, VIII I, IV, V, VI C

14 85 K The question below is based on the following lists

of habitats.

1. Ponds, streams, hills and rivers

2. Forests, mountains, rocks and soils

3. Streams, ponds, rivers and seas

4. Forests, rocks, streams and soil

Which one of the list of habitats represents aquatic

and terrestrial habitats respectively?

1 & 2 2 & 3 3 & 4 1 & 4 B

15 85 K Which of the following habitats is an example of

terrestrial habitat?

Hills Ponds Rivers Streams A

16 85 K Which one of the followings is an example of

aquatic habitat?

Hills Mountains Rocks River D

17 85 K Which of the following is an example of aquatic

habitat?

Forest Land River Air C

18 85 K The biggest terrestrial animal is _____. buffalo elephant Giraffes Rhino B

19 85 K Which type of soil is characterized by the highest

water holding capacity?

Clay Loam Sandy Silt A
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20 85 K What is the biggest aquatic animal? Fishes Hippopotamus Sharks Whales D

21 85 K Which of the following pairs of organisms lives in

aquatic habitat?

Tadpole and algae Rhino and

elephant

Bees and termites Bees and ants A

22 85 A Which of the followings is an example of

terrestrial habitat?

forest pond stream river A

23 85 K Which one of the following is an aquatic habitat? Ditch Hill Rain forest Savannah A

24 85 K Which one of he following organisms is correctly

matched with its habitat?

Algae - pond Birds - river Fish - land Rhino -sea A

25 85 K Which of the following is a terrestrial habitat? Ponds Hills Streamss Oceans B

26 85 K Where does a tadpole live? It lives in forest pond sea grassland B

27 85 K Terrestrial habitat is an environment that is

characterized by:

Non living

organisms

Living organisms Living and non

living organisms

Niether living nor

non-living

organism

C

28 85 K Fish are adapted to live: in forest on land on branches of

trees

in water D

29 86 K Which of the following organisms represents a

population of domestic animals?

Cats Hyenas Lions Tigers A

30 86 K What is population? A group of

organisms are

found in a

particular area

A group of living

organisms of the

same species that

live in a particular

area

All the different

species within a

given habitat

A group of plants

and animals in one

habitat

B
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31 86 K A population is a group of living

organisms of the

same species that

live in a particular

area

a group of living

organisms of

different species

that live in a

particular area

all the different

living organisms

that are found in a

particular area

a single organism

in a particular area

A

32 87 K Population is a group of: different species

living in a

particular area

different

organisms living

in a particular area

same species

living in a

particular area

same organisms

living in a

particular area

C

33 87 K  What is population? different species

living in a habitat

the same species

living in a habitat

plants and animals

living in a habitat

all living things

and non living

things in a habitat

B

34 87 K Which one of the followings is an example of

population?

  

human beings domestic animals aquatic animals wild animals A

35 87 K Which one of the following is an example of

population?

Plants and animals

in a forest

Tadpoles and

fishes in a pond

Bees in a hive Goats and cows in

a farm

C

36 87 K Which one of the following can be an example of

a population?

Lions and tigers

living together

Cows and oxen Horses and

Donkeys living

together

Dogs and Cats

living together

B

37 88 K A group of different organisms that live together

in a habitat form:

community environment niche population A

38 88 K Different populations that live together in a habitat

form a:

community environment habitat quadrate A

39 88 K Which of the following is true about community?

A community

is made up of all

plants and animals

includes plant

species only

contains animal

species only

has a single

species

A

40 88 K What is community? It is: The same group of

organisms living

in the same area

Different type of

organisms living

in the same area

Population of

frogs living in a

particular pond

Population of

algae living in a

sea/ocean

B
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41 88 K What is a community? It is: a group of the

same species

within a given area

a group of

different species in

a given area

biotic and abiotic

factors

a group of

different animal

species in a given

area

B

42 88 K Populations of different organisms living together

in a particular area is:

habitat community Ecosystem species B

43 88 K A community includes___________. one kind of

species living in

the same habitat

organisms of the

same species

living in different

habitats

different species

living in different

area

different

speciesliving in

the same area

D

44 88 K What is community? a place wherean

organism lives and

reproduces in it

a group of living

organismsof the

same species

living together

a group of

organisms of

different species

living together

a group of

organisms of the

same species

living in different

area

B

45 88 K A group of organisms of the same species that

lives in a particular area is known:

community ecosystem environment population D

46 88 A From the habitats below, which of the pairs

represents community?

Habitat 1= water, algae, fish, rock

Habitat 2 = trees, small insects, flowers

Habitat 3= monkeys, rocks

Habitat 4= Eucalyptus forest

2 and 4 2 and 3 3 and 4 1 and 2 D

47 89 A Which one of the following is a typical example of

community?

Same species fish

and water weeds

found in water

bodies

Algae and fungi

formed Lichen in

various area

Group of birds fly

in different ways

Preserved different

group of plant

specimen

A

48 90 K A place where an organism lives and reproduces

in its environment is:

Ecosystem Habitat Community Population B

49 93 K Quadrate is best suited for sampling:  vegetation  wild animal  insects  aquatic animals A
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50 93 K Quadrates are samples used to identify and

estimate:

the area occupied

by plants in a

habitat

the area occupied

by animals in a

habitat

the number of

animals in a

habitat

the number of

plants in a habitat

D

51 93 K What tools do we use to identify and estimate the

number of plant communities in a given habitat?

Pooter Quadrate Sweep net Tullgren funnel B

52 93 K Quadrate is more suitable to collect and preserve

___________.

Animals Decomposers Microorganisms Plants D

53 93 K Why does a biologist use sampling techniques to

study a habitat? It enables him to:

define what

population in a

habitat is

describe

relationships of

organisms in a

habitat

estimate the total

number of

organisms in a

habitat

explain how

organisms in a

habitat reproduce

C

54 93 K Why do we use a quadrate? We use it to: estimate

distribution of

organisms in a

habitat

identify types of

organisms in a

habitat

describe feeding

relationships of

organisms

name organisms in

a given habitat

A

55 93 K Which one of the following characteristics of

organisms is best suitable for the sampling by

quadrate method?

Staying in the

same place

Flying to different

places

Having small siize Living in soil A

56 93 K Almaz was studying a 50-meter square area

habitat using a one-meter square quadrate

measurement. She recorded the average number of

quadrate measurements which showed 70 grasses

and 3 daisy flower plants in a quadrate. Then she

calculated the total population of grasses and

daisies in that habitat. What was the total

population of grasses and daisies in that habitat?

120grasses and 53

daisies

17500 grasses and

250 daisies

3500 grasses and

150 daisies

125 grasses and 65

daisies

C

57 93 K What kind of information can you get about a

given habitat by using quadrates?

Density of the

plant species

Frequency of the

plant species

Percentage cover

of the plant

species

All of the above D
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58 93 K Which one of the following is true about

quadrate? It is

best suited to

sampling

vegetation

best suited to

sampling insects

best suited to

sampling soil

best suited to

sampling aquatic

animals

A

59 93 K Which of the following information you

CANNOT you get by the quadrate method?

Density of the

plant species

total mass of plant

species

frequency of plant

species

percentage of

plant species

B

60 93 A You are given the procedures of using quadrates

during studying a habitat. Identify the correct

order from the given alternatives.

1. Map the area and know the total coverage

2. Count the number of species present within a

quadrate

3. Calculate the average number of the species per

unit area

4. Place the quadrate randomly through out the

habitat

5. Repeat counting until the quadrate has reached

all the randomly selected area

6. Write a brief report on the findings

1-4-2-5-3-6 1-3-4-5-2-6 1-5-4-2-3-6 1-2-4-3-5-6 A

61 93 A Abebe was studying a 10 meter square habitat

using a quadrate measurement. His quadrate was 1

meter square. He recorded the average number of

four quadrate measurements which showed 50

grasses and  6 clovers in a quadrate. Then he

calculated the total population of these organisms

in that habitat. What were the total populations of

clovers and grasses?

50 grasses, 6

clovers,

200 grasses and 24

clovers

500 grasses and 60

clovers

5000 grasses and

600 clovers

C

62 93 A Why do we use sampling technique in identifying

a population of a species?

It is because:

we do not need to

count the whole

population

collecting the

whole population

may affect the

study

it helps to estimate

the population of a

species that is

found in a given

habitat where

counting is not

possible

the sample must

be taken at regular

intervals

C
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63 93 A The following are insect collecting biological

tools.

I: butterfly net

II: sweep net

III: Tullgren funnel

IV: Pooter

Which tool is used to collect insects from the soil?

I II III IV C

64 94 K Which of the following tools is used to extract

insect from the soil?

Sweep net Tullgren funnel Pooter Pitfall trap B

65 94 K A square frame which is made of wood or metal

for sampling vegetation of a given area is:

aquarium pooter quadrate pitfall trap C

66 94 K Which one of the following tools is used to extract

insects from the soil?

Pooter Pitfall trap Sweep net Tullgren funnel D

67 94 K Which of the followings is the best method to

collect live insects from grasses?

Pooter Pitfall trap Sweet net Tullgren funnel C

68 94 K A process of posting or putting a specimen on the

card is called______.

labeling pressing mounting drying C

69 94 K Which \one of the following tools do you use to

collect grasshopper?

Sweep net Pitfall trap Tullgren funnel Pooter A

70 94 K Which of the following tools uses strong light to

extract soil organisms?

Pooter Tullgren funnel Sweep net Pitfall trap B

71 94 K Which one of the following tools do we use to

collect insects from tall grasses?

Pitfall trap Tullgren funnel Pooter Sweep nest D

72 94 K Which of the following tools do biologists use to

collect plant specimens?

plastic bags glass vials leather bags bottles A

73 94 K Which one of the following tools is used to collect

soil insects?

Pitfall trap Pooter Sweet net Tullgren funnel D
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74 94 K Which tool do we use to extract insects from soil? Pitfall trap Pooter Sweep net Tullgren funnel D

75 94 K The tool that uses light bulb to collect insects from

the soil is:-

pitfall trap sweep net tullgren funnel pooter C

76 94 K Which of the following tools is appropriate to

collect earthworms?

Pitfall trap Pooter Sweep net Tullgren funnel D

77 94 K What is the appropriate tool to collect butterflies? Pitfall trap Pooter Sweep net Tullgren funnel C

78 94 K Which of the following tools do we use to collect

terrestrial organisms?

A pond net A plankton net a small fish trap Pitfall trap D

79 94 A This question is based on the information given in

the table below. Which of the tools do we use to

collect insects from grasses and soil surface

respectively?

IV &I I & II II & I III & II C

80 94 A Ato Abebe has an orange tree with many parasitic

insects on the leaves and branches. What materials

does he need to collect and identify them?

plastic cup,

alcohol, scoop

light bulb, wire

mesh barrier,

funnel, Ethanol,

beaker

plastic pipe, wire

gauze, beaker, lid

four sticks, wires

or strings

C

81 94 K A tool used to collect animal specimens which

contains a killing and preserving agent is

called_____.

Pitfall trap Poorter Sweet net Tullgren funnel A

82 94 K How do you preserve small animals?

By putting them in:

alcohol gasoline salt water A

83 94 K Which of the following is used to collect plant

specimens?

Pitfall trap Plastic bag Sweep net Tullgren funnel B
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84 94 K Which of the following tools is used to collect

insects and other invertebrates from long grasses?

Pitfall trap Poorter Sweet net Tullgren funnel C

85 94 K Which of the following tools is used to extract

insects from soil?

Pitfall trap Pooter Sweep net Tullgren funnel D

86 95 K Which one of the following is the last step in

collecting and preserving plant specimen?

Drying Labelling Mounting Pressing B

87 95 K Why do we need to label the specimen that we

collect? It is to:

minimize damage

and to sustain for

long period of

time

keep the specimen

flat and appear

natural

identify the plant

specimen and

where it was

collected

respect rules of

collecting and

preserving

specimen

C

88 95 A What does "A" represent in the model of pitfall

trap  shown in the figure?

Sand Soil Alchol Water C

89 96 K Which of the following is the first step in

preserving plant specimen?

Collecting Drying Mounting Pressing A

90 96 K Which of the following chemicals is used to

preserve animal specimens?

Chloroform Carbon dioxide Gum Water A

91 96 K Which of the following statements describes food

chain?

A complex food

relationship

among organisms

One organism can

be eaten by more

than one

organisms

Simple and direct

food relation

Involved in more

than one food web

C

92 96 K The correct procedure to follow in preserving

plant  specimens is:

collecting→

Pressing and

drying→Mounting

→Labelling

labelling→

collecting→

moounting→

pressing and

drying

mounting→

pressing and

drying→Labelling

→Collecting

pressing and

drying→

mounting→

collecting→

Labelling

A
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93 96 K Which steps comes last during collection and

preservation of plant specimens?

Collecting Labeling Mounting Pressing and

drying

B

94 96 K Which of the following procedure is correct about

preserving plant specimens?

Mounting→

Labelling→

Collecting→

Pressing

Labelling→

Mounting→

Pressing→

Collecting

Pressing→

Labelling→

Collecting→

Mounting

Collecting→

Pressing→

Mounting→

Labelling

D

95 96 K Which of the following activities is common in

preserving plants as well as animals?

Pressing Drying Placing in

formalin

Labeling D

96 96 K Which one of the following is the last step in the

procedure of preserving plant specimens?

Collecting Drying Labelling Mounting C

97 96 K Why do we collect and preserve plant and animal

specimens?

For further

learning and

studies

They are not

available

throughout the

year

They are not

found everywhere

To make students

enjoy collecting

specimen

A

98 96 A Which of the following is the correct order of

preserving plants?

Labelling→

Collecting→

Mounting→

Pressing

Labelling→

Collecting→

Pressing→

Mounting

Collecting→

Pressing→

Labelling→

Mounting

Collecting→

Pressing→

Mounting→

Labelling

D

99 96 A A plant specimen is collected and pressed as

shown in the figure.

In order to identify it and from where it was

collected, the correct biological labeling will be:

date of collection-

place of

collection-name of

collector- name of

specimen

name of collator-

date of collection-

place of

collection-name of

specimen

name of specimen-

place of

collection-name of

collector-date of

collection

name of specimen-

name of collector-

place of

collection-date of

collection

C

100 97 K

Feeding relationship among organisms always

starts with:

primary

consumers

tertiary consumers secondary

consumers

producers D

101 97 K In a food chain, animals that feed on producers are

called:

carnivores herbivores omnivores decomposers B
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102 97 K Which of the following comes first in a feeding

relationship?

Rabbit Grass Snake Hawk B

103 97 K Which of the following food relationships shows

the correct sequence of food chain?

Grass→Hawk→

Mouse→Snake

Grass→Snake→

Mouse→Hawk

Grass→Mouse→

Snake→Hawk

Grass→Rabbit→

Hawk→Snake

C

104 97 K Plants are: primary

consumers

second consumers primary producers tertiary consumers C

105 97 K Which of the following organisms forms energy

linkage between the sun and non-photosynthetic

organisms?

Plants Herbivores Carnivores Omnivores A

106 97 K What would happen if primary consumers

decrease in number in a habitat?

Producers would

increase

Secondary

consumers would

increase

Tertiary

consumers would

increase

nothing would

change

A

107 97 K Item number 1660 is based on the following

organisms.                                       1. Rats      2.

Grasses   3. Hawks   4. Snakes.

Which of the following organisms is considered to

be secondary consumers?

Rat Grass Hawk Snake D

108 97 K Given grass, snake, frog and grasshopper.

Which of the following sequences represent food

chain?

Snake→Grass→

Frog→

Grasshopper

Frog→Snake→

Grasshopper→

Grass

Grass→

Grasshopper→

Frog→Snake

Grasshopper→

Frog→Snake→

Grass

C

109 97 K Which one of the following shows food chain in

aquatic habitat?

Grass→Mouse→

Snake→Hawk

Algae→Snail→

Frog→King fisher

Wildflowers→

Rabbit→Snake→

Hawk

Frog→Snail→

Algae→Tadpole

B

110 97 K An animal that kills and feeds on the flesh of

another animal is:

carnivores herbivores omnivores predator D

111 97 A How many food chains can you construct from

terrestrial food web shown in the diagram?

6 7 8 9 C

12 
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112 97 A Based on the given information, which type of

food relationship represents grass, snake, frog and

grasshopper respectively

I, II, III and IV II, III, IV and I II, IV, III and I II, I, IV and III C

113 97 A Grass →　I　→　Frog　→　II

Based on the information above, which of the

following  correctly represents number I and II?

I for primary

producer and II for

primary consumer

I for primary

producer and II for

secondary

consumer

I for primary

consumer and II

for tertiary

consumer

I for secondary

consumer and II

for tertiary

consumer

C

114 97 A Based on the the following information, which

organism in the food chain is a herbivore?

Cabbage Caterpillar Frog Snake B

115 98 K Which of the following feeding relationships is

scientifically correct?

Grasshopper→

Grass →Frog

Grass→

Grasshopper→

Frog

Frog→Grass→

Grasshopper

Grass→Frog→

Grasshopper

B

116 98 A If you are given the following list of plants and

animals, which one is few in number in a given

habitat?

Grass, Hawk, Rabbit, Snake

Grass Hawk Rabbit Snake B

117 99 K Which of the following is TRUE about food web?

Food web is:

a complex feeding

relation showing

food transfer from

producers to

consumers

a simple feeding

relationship

showing food

transfer from

green plants to the

different

organisms

a complex feeding

relationship

showing food

transfer from

consumers to

producers

a simple feeding

relationship

showing food

transfer from

consumers to

producers

A

118 99 A Which of the following figures describes food web

in aquatic habitat?

D
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119 99 A This item is based on the following list of

terrestrial organisms

1. Snake 2. Mouse 3. Rabbit 4. Hawk 5. Grass

Which of the following diagrams represents food

web?

A

120 99 A Which of the following is the correct food web

made from mouse, grass, rabbit, fox, eagle, sheep

and man?

C

121 99 A Based on the given food, web if the number of

organisms of the second trophic level decreases,

what will happen?

The number of:

wheat and maize

will increase

rat and

grasshopper will

increase

snake and hawk

will increase

producer will

decrease

A

122 99 A The following figure is the food web in aquatic

habitat. Which numbers represent secondary

consumers?

2 and 6 5 and 7 3 and 5 4 and 6 C

123 99 A Based on the the information given in the figure,

which of the following organisms represent I and

II respectively?

Mouse and Owl Hawk and Frog Rabbit and Mouse Frog and Snail A

124 100 K Organisms that feed on plants are called

_________.

Producers Primary

consumers

Secondary

consumers

Tertiary

consumers

B
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125 100 K Which of the following consumers is

characterized by eating both plants and animals?

Carnivores Herbivores Omnivores Producers C

126 100 K In any food chain, primary consumers are: autotrophs carnivores herbivores producers C

127 100 K In any food chain, primary consumers are always: carnivores autotrophs herbivores omnivores C

128 100 K Which one of the following organisms is a

primary consumer?

Frog Hawk Rabbiit Snake C

129 100 K What is the difference between omnivores and

carnivores?

Omnivores are

predators while

carnivores are

consumers

Carnivores are

producers while

omnivores are

consumers

Omnivores feed

on both plants and

flesh while

carnivores feed on

flesh only

Both carnivores

and omnivores

feed on plants and

animals

C

130 100 K Which one of the following organisms belongs to

the first trophic level in food chain?

Cat Grass Fox Rat B

131 100 K In the pyramid of biomass, which trophic level has

the largest number of organisms?

First trophic level Second trophic

level

Third trophic level Fourth trophic

level

A

132 100 K In the food chain given below, what trophic level

is hawk?    Grass→rat→cat→hawk

First Second Third Fourth D

133 100 K Which of the following is in the third trophic

level?

Primary consumer Producers Secondary

cosumers

Tertiary

consumers

C

134 100 A This question is based on the following food

chain.

 I (Spinach) →II(Caterpillar) →III(Snake) →

IV(Hawk)

Which one of the organisms represents second

trophic level and tertiary consumer respectively?

I and III II and III I and IV II and IV D
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135 100 A Based on the following description, which one

belongs to secondary consumer?

1 annd 2 3 only 3 and 4 4 only C

136 100 A The feeding relationship start from consumers and

producers

decomposers and

consumers

consumers only producers D

137 101 K Which  of the following is correct about pyramid

of numbers?

The number of

individuals

decrease along a

food chain

The lower trophic

level contain less

number of

individuals

The lower and the

upper trophic level

have the same

number

The upper trophic

level contain more

number of

individuals

A

138 101 K Which of the following is TRUE about pyramid of

numbers? The number of:-

primary

consumers is less

than the number of

secondary

consumers

secondary

consumers is less

than the number of

tertiary consumers

producers is

greater than the

number of

consumers

tertiary consumers

is greater than the

number of

secondary

consumers

C

139 101 K In a food chain the base for all pyramids, of

number is:-

carnivors herbivores producers omnivores C

140 101 A Based on the given diagram, which one correctly

describes about the pyramid of numbers?

The number of

organisms

increases as we go

down the pyramid

The number of

organisms

increases as we go

up the pyramid

The number of

organisms remain

the same in all

trophic levels

The number of

producers are less

than consumers in

each trophic level

A

141 101 A The following graph shows the populations of

organisms in a habitat.

W, X, Y, Z in the graph represent grass, rabbit,

snake.

 Which organism is a secondary consumer?

W X Y Z D

1 Producer-m ake food

2 H erbivoures-eat plant

3 Carnivores- eat anim al

4 O m m nivores- eat both plant and anim al
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142 101 A What do I and IV in the figure below respectively

represent?

Tertiary consumer

& primary

consumer

Secondary

consumer &

producer

Producer &

tertiary consumer

Primary consumer

& secondary

consumer

C

143 101 A In the biological pyramid, which of the following

represent this diagram?

Pyramid of

number

Pyramid of energy Pyramid of

biomass

Food web A

144 102 K Which of the following is correct about pyramid

of energy?

Less energy is

found in each next

trophic level

More energy is

consumed in each

next trophic level

Amount of enegy

remains the same

at every trophic

level

Amount of energy

increase as we go

up to the pyramid

A

145 102 K In the pyramid of energy, the least amount of

energy is stored at:-

producers primary

consumers

secondary

consumers

tertiary consumers D

146 102 K As we go up the pyramid of energy of living

organisms, the amount of energy:-

decreases increases neither increases

nor dereases

either increases or

decreases

A

147 102 K Which one of the followings is correct about the

pyramid of energy?

Energy:

is the same in the

first and second

trophic level

decreases as one

moves upward

from the base

is the same for

different trophic

levels

increases as one

moves upward

from the base

B

148 102 K Which type of pyramid gives the clearest general

picture of the relationships within a particular

community? Pyramid of：

biomass numbers energy both energy and

biomass

C
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149 102 A In a community, the total amount of energy found

in the body of the producers is 9,000kcal/m
2
. If

the producers use 2,500kcal/m
2
 and the primary

consumers use 2,000kcal/m
2
, how much energy

will be available for the secondary consumers?

6,500 kcal/m
2

4,500 kcal/m
2

7,000 kcal/m
2

3,500 kcal/m
2 B

150 102 A In the pyramid of energy of a food chain, why

does the amount of energy decrease as you go up

on the pyramid?

This is because:

the energy of

primary producers

is shared equally

consumers need

more energy than

produces

the amount of

food converted

into body of

organisms reduces

biomass increases

as you go up in the

pyramid

C

151 102 A Based on the following diagram, which statement

is correct about pyramid of energy? Organisms in

level:

4 receive their

energy directly

from the sun

2 are carnivores 2 receive their

energy from level

3

1 are autotrophs D

152 102 A Based on the following diagram of pyramid of

energy, in which trophic level has less energy in

the body of the organisms?

I II III IV D

153 102 A Which of the following is true about pyramid of

energy? As we move  from:

producers to

consumers more

energy is

transferred

consumers to

producers the

amount of

kilocalories

decreases

producers to

consumers less

energy is lost

consumers to

producers the

amount of kilo

calories increases

D
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